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Welcome to Barcelona 
 

We are very excited to host the ALM29 conference in Barcelona. After two years of the 

pandemic, little by little we are returning to normality, with scientific meetings that allow 

us to learn about and discuss new advances in the field of adult learning mathematics 

research. 

This year, the theme is the social impact of research. In recent times, the scientific 

community is increasingly concerned about the impact of the research work it carries out. 

Does the research we carry out really serve to improve people's lives? Are we managing 

to increase the number of adults in our countries? Today's society faces great challenges 

in the future, of which numeracy, learning mathematics, or the use of mathematics in our 

lives is just one of them. The Sustainable Development Goals have defined the global 

agenda for the coming years, until 2030. Quality education is one of them. On the other 

hand, thanks to advances in medicine, social habits, access to better services, we are 

managing to increase people's life expectancy. This means that we have more and more 

people who are in adulthood, and what was previously called "third age" is now a "new 

youth", which opens the doors to the challenge of responding to the needs of people in 

that age. new stage in terms of training, and specifically, access to mathematics education 

and mathematical resources. What math is necessary? Where do we have to allocate our 

efforts? How to include the voices of all these people, in the definition of our research 

agenda, to achieve the greatest social impacts? These and others will be the topics that 

we will discuss at the Barcelona conference. 

Below you will find useful information to find the places of the congress, as well as the 

program of accepted papers. 

We encourage you to participate in the different scheduled events, and that you can enjoy 

an intense debate and work sessions. 

Greetings and welcome to Barcelona. 

Local Organising Committee 
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Venue 
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Overview of the Campus Mundet 

 

 

On Sunday, everything will be in the Les Heures Palace. To have access, you have to 

take the free bus up to the last stop, and then walk to the west for 1 minute.  

 

 

Bus stop 

Bus last stop 

Les Heures Palace 

Migdia 1 building 
Bus stop 

Bus last stop 

Les Heures Palace 
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The conference will be held in the Migdia 1 building. All rooms are in the 3rd floor of that 

building.  

 

 

 

 

Access  

Bus last stop 

Migdia 1 building 
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Map of the Migdia 1 building and the Migdia 1 aulari building 

 

 

 

The reception desk will be in Migdia 1 building, 3rd floor, in the hall.  

You can access either walking, or by the free bus (3 stops, see the map). 

 

 

Migdia 1 building Access throug the wood bridge 
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Conference theme 
 

 

ALM29 Conference: Numeracy and Social Impact 

 

Numeracy is gaining momentum and influence in our societies. The pandemic has shown 

how important numeracy is in our lives. Being able to read numerical information to 

weigh the risks to our daily activities has been a challenge not only for the authorities, 

who have had to decide whether to carry out more or less restrictive lockdown measures, 

but also in our day-to-day lives, where many people have made decisions after assessing 

the risks (probabilities) of being infected by the disease according to the information 

available at the time. It is a dramatic example with long term effects, which we hope will 

not be repeated. 

 

However, it is also a clear example of the importance that numeracy plays in our lives. 

The latest research is increasingly focused on social impact. The idea being that research 

(at least research funded with public money) must serve to improve people’s lives. In the 

field of adults learning mathematics, we have many challenges for the future. Much more 

research linked to social impact is needed to advance our knowledge about how adults 

learn mathematics, what aspects are relevant, in what contexts, and what topics. 

 

There is already a long tradition of research into numeracy and thanks to this research we 

see that the concept of numeracy as a living concept, which must be continually updated 

to respond to the challenges of our societies. 

 

In this 29th edition of the ALM annual conference, we welcome papers from a range of 

topics, including those aimed at: 

 

• Defining numeracy now and for the future 

• The social impact of numeracy practices in different contexts (i.e., workplace, 

formal, non-formal and informal education, everyday practices, etc.) 

• Successful educational practices in the field of ALM 

• Communication and ongoing discussions with education authorities and policy 

makers, as part of a dialogue to further develop ALM 

• Numeracy and critical thinking 
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Program 

 

 

Short program 
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Detailed program 

 

Sunday, July 10th, 2022 

16:00-17:00  Trustees meeting (Place: Palau de les Heures) 

17:00-17:30  ALM29 Welcome Reception (Place: Palau de les Heures; main entrance) 

18:00-19:00  Welcome session: Eduardo Saenz de Cabezón  

 

Monday, July 11th, 2022 

8:00-8:45 Registration (Place: Edifici Migdia 1, hall)  

9:00-9:15  Opening session (Place: Sala de Grauss, Edifici Migdia 1, 3rd floor) 

9:15-10:15 Plenary 1. Prof. Ramon Flecha (Place: Sala de Graus, Edifici Migdia 1, 

3rd floor) 

10:15-10:45  Coffee - break (Place: Hall for coffee break, building Migdia 1 aulari) 

10:45-12:15  Parallel sessions 1 (Places: Room 2301, Room 2302, Room 2303) 

o Norman Maphosa, Judith Morrison. The social impact of Adult 

Numeracy: Perspectives of Numeracy learners at the Manchester 

Adult Education Service (Room 2301) 

o Iddo Gal. Subjective numeracy and dispositional factors: A 

neglected aspect in research on adult numeracy and in teaching 

mathematics to adults (Room 2301) 

o Nadia Alves Brito, Jefersson Santos Moreira. The Contributions 

of Comics in Adult Mathematics Education (Room 2302) 

o Samuel Dias Alves, Lilian Aragao da Silva. A work with 

mathematical tasks in the continuing education of teachers of 

Adult Education (Room 2302) 

o Guido Ramellini. The Erasmus+ Numeric[All] Project (Room 

2303) 

o Diane Dalby. Opportunity or obstacle: the positioning of 

mathematics in the trajectories of adults seeking to improve their 

life chances (Room 2303) 

12:15-14:00 Lunch Restaurant 

14:00-15:30 Parallel sessions 2 (Places: Room 2301, Room 2302, Room 2303) 

o Shoba Rathilal. Beyond Dichotomies (Numerate vs Innumerate) 

to Numeracy Sense (Room 2301) 

o Maria Apostolidu, Sue Johnson-Wilder. People are afraid of 

looking foolish: how can we stop maths anxiety from holding us 

back? Building resilient learners – research in andragogy of 

teaching maths (Room 2301) 

o Catherine Byrne, Marisa Llorens Salvador, Kees Hoogland, 

Maria Ryan, Brian Bowe. Literature Review on Maths in Prison 

(2302).  

15:30-16:00 Coffee break  

16:00-17:00 Plenary 2: Paola Valero (Place: Online presentation) 

18:00  Guided tour options  

o Tour 1: Laberint Park 

o Tour 2: Tibidabo 
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o Tour 3: Pla Cerdà walk 

o Tour 4: Eixample walk 

 

Tuesday, July 12th, 2022   

9:30-10:00 ALM information and introduction: Beth Kelly, ALM chair (Place: Sala 

de Graus) 

10:00-11:00 Plenary 3: Marta Civil (Place: Sala de Graus) 

11:00-11:30 Coffee break   

11:30-13:00 Parallel sessions 3 (Places: Room 2301, Room 2302, Room 2303) 

o Laia Saló i Nevado i Leila Pehkonen. Numeracy at the 

cabinetmakers workshop: mathematical knowledge in use, 

problem solving and other phenomena (Room 2301) 

o Fiona Faulkner. Moving beyond results: Adult learners’ thoughts 

while engaging with procedural and problem-solving questions 

on a mathematics diagnostic test’ (Room 2301) 

o Jabson Costa Santos, Breno Vieira Sousa, Jonson Ney Dias da 

Silva. The work with cordel's text in mathematical education with 

adults (2302) 

o Tesa Leon and Nadine Braunstein. Interdisciplinary 

Collaboration to Integrate Numeracy Skills and Foundation 

Teacher Training into Non-Teacher Training Coursework. (Room 

2302) 

o Tatiana Harrison and Catherine Byrne. Research and Practice in 

Mathematics Education in Correctional Education Settings 

(Room 2303) 

o Lisanne Heilman. A Feminist Approach to Statistics Education 

(Room 2303) 

13:00-14:00 Lunch Restaurant 

14:00-15:00 Parallel sessions 4 (Places: Room 2301, Room 2302) 

o Mark Prendergast, Annette Forster, Niamh O’Meara, Kathy 

O’Sullivan, Fiona Faulkner. Evaluating a series of Numeracy-

Meets for Adult Practitioners in Ireland (Room 2301) 

o Naeem Nisar. The impact of the pandemic on numeracy teaching 

and the use of the digital skills (Room 2301) 

o Samuel Dias Alves, Lucas Carato Mazzi, Mateus Conqueiro. A 

report of a workshop on Financial Education in Adult 

Mathematics Education. (Room 2302) 

o Jabson Costa Santos. Cordel literature and the sarau in the 

context of the Mathematics lesson in Adult Education (Room 

2302).  

15:00-15:30 Coffee break  

15:30-16:30 Plenary 4: Pedro Plaza (Place: Sala de Graus) 

16:30-18:00 Workshops 1 (Places: Room 2301, Room 2302) 

o Kees Hoogland, Madeleine Vliegenthart. Relevant basic 

numeracy skills for today’s world (2301). Workshop.  

o Kathy Safford-Ramus and John Keogh. Parents as Adult Learners 

and Partners in Education (Room 2302) Workshop 
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18:00-19:00 AGM Sala de Graus 

20:30  Conference Dinner  

 

Wednesday, July 13th 2022   

9:30-11:00 Workshops 2 (Place: Roosm 2301, Room 2302) 

o David Kaye. Adult numeracy - what assessment can tell us about 

paradigm change (Room 2301) Workshop 

o Tatiana Harrison. Funds of Knowledge in Carceral Mathematics 

Learning (2303). Workshop 

11:00-11:30 Coffee break  

11:30-13:00 Workshops 3 (Places: Room 2301, Room 2302)   

o Beth Kelly. Exploring online escape rooms aiming to enhance the 

financial literacy skills of young people in disadvantaged 

families. The learning so far. (Room 2301) Workshop 

o Guido Ramellini. MMACA Didactic Suitcases. (Room 2303) 

Workshop  

13:00-14:00 Parallel sessions 5 (Places: Room 2301, Room 2302,  

Room 2303) 

o Nadia Alves Brito. Working with short stories in mathematics 

classes in adult education (Room 2301) 

o Maryam Kiani. Blind choice: The impact of numeracy on college 

students’ eating habits. (Room 2301) 

o Mateus Coqueiro Teixeira. Education in prisons as a form of 

punishment under the Foucauldian view (2302) 

o Carlos Mometti. The importance of symbolic building in Math 

Education: a proposal for continuing education of pedagogue 

teachers (2303) 

o Javier Díez-Palomar. Drawing on the Dialogic Mathematics 

Gatherings to overcome the difficulties in rational number 

understanding (2303).  

14:00-14:15 Closing ceremony (Place: Sala de Graus) 

14:30  Lunch Restaurant 

  Museum of Mathematics
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Abstracts 

 
SUNDAY JULY 10TH 2022 

 

Sunday July 10th, 2022 

Keynote speaker: Eduardo Saenz de Cabezón. (Place: Palau de les Heures)  

Title: The majority illusion 

 

Eduardo Saenz de Cabezón is Professor in the Department of 

Mathematics and Computing at the University of La Rioja 

(Spain). He develops his research in the area of computer 

algebra and its applications, to which he regularly contributes 

with publications in scientific journals and conferences. He 

carries out an intense work of communication of science and 

mathematics in different media and through talks, conferences 

and shows. He is a founding member of the scientific dissemination group 

BigVanCiencia, author of the YouTube channel “Derivando” dedicated to the 

dissemination of mathematics (more than one million three hundred thousand 

subscribers) and presenter of the RTVE program “Órbita Laika”. He is the author of the 

books” Inteligencia Matemática”, “El árbol de Emmy” and “Apocalipsis Matemático”. 

He has received various awards and recognitions for his teaching, research and 

dissemination work. 

 

MONDAY JULY 11TH 2022 

 

Monday July 11th, 2022 

9:15-10:15  Plenary 1 (Room: Sala de Graus)  

Keynote speaker: Ramón Flecha 

Title: 

 

He is Full Professor of Sociology at the University of 

Barcelona and Doctor Honoris causa from the Vest 

Timisoara University. Number 1 in the world in the 

Google Scholar ranking in two research areas: Social 

Impact and Gender Violence. The FP6 INCLUD-ED 

project, which he directed, has been the only one in 

Social Sciences and Humanities selected by the 

European Commission in its list of 10 successful 

scientific researches. Hired by the European Commission as Chair of the Group of 

Experts that has defined the criteria for the political and societal impact of all sciences in 

Horizon Europe. Advisor on policies and social impact of research in various sciences. 

He has published in scientific journals such as Nature, Harvard Educational Review or 

Violence Against Women, obtaining the award for the best article of the year 2013 in the 

Cambridge Journal of Education. 
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10:45-12:15 Parallel sessions 1 (Room 2301) 

 

Title: The social impact of Adult Numeracy: Perspectives of Numeracy 

participants at the Manchester Adult Education Service. 

Norman Maphosa, Judith Morrison. 

norman.maphosa@man-adulted.org.uk, judith.morrison@man-adulted.org.uk 

Manchester Adult Education Service 

Session Category: Research report 

 

Many adults find themselves with a need to improve their numeracy skills in order 

to cope with the many mathematical, quantitative and statistical demands of adult life in 

today’s technology intensive society (Gal et al, 2020). Research has shown that acquiring 

strong numeracy and literacy skills can lead to better job opportunities including career 

changes and improved income (Griffiths & Stone, 2013). Craig (2018) describes 

numeracy skills as providing social promises such the ability to reflect on modern life 

realities and assessing everyday social costs. How people use numeracy in different social 

contexts leads to the concept of numeracy as a social practice (Yasukawa et al, 2018). It 

is mainly for such reasons that adults return to formal education organized and provided 

by institutions and such programmes usually lead to formal qualifications. Institutions are 

therefore expected to make relevant provisions that have a positive impact on adult 

learners. 

This qualitative study examines the impact of learning mathematics on the lives 

of adults. The study is based on mathematics courses provided by the Manchester Adult 

Education Service (MAES) to residents of Manchester in the United Kingdom. 

Participants were drawn from learners of Functional Skills Mathematics (FSM) courses 

at Level 1 and level 2 including GCSE (General Certificate of Secondary Education) 

mathematics. Functional Skills Mathematics Level 1 and Level 2  qualifications are 

equivalent to GCSE grades 3 and 4 respectively. FSM provide a sound grasp of 

mathematical skills that enable mathematical thinking to successfully solve problems in 

the workplace and in other real life situations (Department for Education, 2018). The 

study makes a thematic analysis of data collected through a questionnaire and in-depth 

interviews with current and former learners from seven adult learning centres in 

Manchester. A questionnaire was sent to over 400 potential participants using a 

GovDelivery digital communications platform and 124 responses were received. Of the 

124 respondents, 10 participants took part in telephone and video in-depth interviews 

which were recorded and transcribed using Notiv Notetaker. Transcripts and 

questionnaire responses were subjected to a thematic analysis following the six-step 

framework (Braun & Clarke, 2006; Maguire & Delahunt, 2017; Tracy, 2019). 

This paper argues that while most of the participants’ initial objectives for 

enrolling on mathematics courses are met, these courses have a wider social impact 

originally not anticipated by participants. Significant impact is on self-awareness, self-

confidence and recognition of potential that raises participants’ own expectations. While 

none of the participants had listed confidence as one of their motivations for enrolling on 

the mathematics courses, improved confidence was the impact felt and commented on by 

the majority of participants in this study. The major themes that emerge in this study 

include the impact of mathematics on personal confidence, helping children, family life, 

and progression to higher education and employment opportunities. However, it is 

interesting to note that a few of the participants say they have not been impacted by these 

mailto:norman.maphosa@man-adulted.org.uk
mailto:judith.morrison@man-adulted.org.uk
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courses in any way mainly because they already possessed higher qualifications than 

those provided by the service prior to enrolment. In their study involving 100 adult 

migrant learners of numeracy, Maphosa & Oughton (2021) found that some learners felt 

that their prior mathematics qualifications were not credited in England and had to enrol 

on lower level adult mathematics courses in order to secure entry to higher education and 

employment. However, the majority of participants in this study report impact on their 

lives even before completing their mathematics courses. Such contradicting views are 

further explored in this paper.  

The paper further maps the mathematics courses impact on learner’s lives with 

the objectives and intents of the Manchester Adult Education Service which focus on 

developing essential skills for Manchester residents by connecting them to their potential, 

future, community and employers (Rushton & Harrington, 2019). MAES provision aims 

to tackle the skills shortages faced by employers in key sectors, and to reduce 

unemployment and poverty. To this end MAES has established strong links with a 

number of employers and the Manchester university in order to open doors for 

Manchester residents to further education and employment opportunities. This paper 

suggests that adult mathematics courses provided by the Manchester Adult Education 

Service do achieve much of the intended social impact within the Manchester community. 

The paper concludes that learning mathematics has a positive impact on the lives 

of adults and their families making them better citizens with increased positive 

contribution in their communities. The paper proposes that more consultation with the 

Manchester community should be carried out during the design of courses accompanied 

by an effective referral system to other training institutions where appropriate. More 

robust ways to raise MAES profile within the community and employers is 

recommended. Clear progression routes and career advice should be made available at 

the time of recruitment and enrolment as this could improve retention. Recruitment and 

retention of learners could be improved if this wide impact of mathematics on peoples’ 

lives is understood and acknowledged by the Manchester community and beyond. 

 

Key words: numeracy, social impact, self-confidence, community, functional skills 
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Subjective numeracy and dispositional factors: A neglected aspect in research on 

adult numeracy and in teaching mathematics to adults 

Iddo Gal 

iddo@research.haifa.ac.il 

University of Haifa 

Session Category: Research Report  

 

Conceptualizations of (adult) numeracy as an adult competence, and discussions 

of the desired outcomes of mathematics learning by adults, often focus on cognitive 

aspects (knowledge and skills), and on expected behavioural outcomes (i.e., numerate 

behavior & practices). This talk will argue that 'subjective numeracy', i.e., people's 

subjective perceptions of their own numeracy-related knowledge and skills, as well as 

related dispositions, should be given more attention by educators, policy makers, and 

researchers alike. 'Dispositions' are used here as an aggregate label for three related but 

distinct constructs or groups of factors: beliefs, attitudes, and critical stance (i.e., readiness 

and willingness to act in a critical way). It will be argued that all are essential for effective 

numerate behavior and critical numeracy practices. 

The talk includes three parts. The first part will review the basic constructs, revisit 

the notion of subjective numeracy, and illustrate core ideas and findings regarding the 

correlates of subjective numeracy in areas with which adults have to cope, such as health 

education, financial literacy, and understanding civic statistics. This first part will also 

argued that dispositional factors not only underlie or support numerate behavior, but are 

critical because they may affect behaviors associated with the adoption of the knowledge 

imparted in mathematics education (for adults), and also are essential for developing 

informed and critical consumers of statistical and mathematical information and messages 

in modern societies. 

The second part of the talk will build on the ideas introduced earlier and expand 

on the notion of 'critical evaluation' which is receiving increasing attention in recent years 

in the adult numeracy area and among policy makers and educators interested in 21st 

Century Skills. It will be argued that feeling at-homeness with numbers (Cockroft, 1982), 

or developing positive attitudes towards mathematics or statistics (Gal, 2002), are 

certainly necessary outcomes of learning, but far from being sufficient elements needed 

for effective numerate behavior in complex modern societies. The range of situations 

where critical action is nowadays expected of citizens, and the potential of numeracy to 

mailto:iddo@research.haifa.ac.il
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serve the needs of population groups deemed as vulnerable (Gal et al., 2020), require 

continued attention to subjective and dispositional aspects of numeracy, alongside any 

cognitive elements. 

The last part of the talk will focus on examining the implications of the ideas 

presented for future theorizing, research, and planning regarding the linkages between 

mathematics education and citizenship issues. This part will also highlight the need for 

development of new assessment instruments regarding subjective numeracy and 

dispositional factors, which need to evaluated as part of the expected outcomes of (adult) 

learning of mathematics, and in light of the expectations that all world countries will 

promote adult numeracy as part of the UN Sustainable Development Goals. In addition, 

this part will also provoke to think of ways to incorporate the ideas presented into 

educational practices in order to increase the social impact and societal contribution of 

(adult) numeracy education. In particular, we will call for continued discussion and 

exploration by education practitioners and curriculum planners, in search of ways to 

overcome the challenges and barriers involved in promoting dispositional factors within 

classes focused on learning of mathematical, statistical, and numeracy-related topics. 

 

Creative Commons License 

The terms and conditions of use are related to the Open Journal System and to 

Creative Commons Attribution License (CCAL). 
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10:45-12:15 Parallel sessions 1 (Room 2302) 

 

The Contributions of Comics in Adult Mathematics Education 

Nadia Alves Brito and Jérfesson Santos Moreira 

nadiabritomp2017@gmail.com, jerfsomreira@gmail.com 

Universidade Estadual do Sudoeste da Bahia 

Session Category: Research report  

 

This article aims to present a study of two undergraduate students in the 

development of a workshop, in which they worked with comics in Mathematics classes 

in Adult Education. Comics are excellent resources for stimulating reading and learning, 

as evidenced by scholars in the field (VERGUEIRO, 2004-2005; ASSIS, 2016 among 

others). This textual genre has uncertain origin, since some theorists claim that its 

emergence occurred in prehistoric times with cave paintings (CAMPOS, 2013), however, 

to consider them as comics, it would be necessary to frame them (VERGUEIRO, 2004). 

Thus, the initial milestone of comics occurred in 1894, with the appearance of the Yellow 

Kid (a comic book that made humorous criticisms depicting social contexts), created by 

mailto:nadiabritomp2017@gmail.com
mailto:jerfsomreira@gmail.com
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American Richard F. Outcault (LUYTEN, 1987). Since this event, comics went through 

fragile moments in terms of circulation and reading, but gained strength, even reaching 

the school environment. In this perspective, for the work with mathematical tasks 

(GUSMÃO; FONT, 2020), comics (as comics are also called) are resources that add 

interest, creativity and student participation in the classroom. Moreover, this textual genre 

enables interdisciplinarity, especially with Portuguese Language, since these tasks enable 

the work with reading and writing. Vergueiro (2004) attests that students want to read 

comics because they are easy to understand, which arouses curiosity and critical sense. 

Studies already present the work of comics with the teaching of mathematics, such as 

Assis (2016) who discusses the advantages, limitations and challenges of using comics in 

the learning process of plane Euclidean geometry in higher education, while the work of 

Araujo (2020) aims to enhance the mathematical learning of basic education students 

about binary numbers and fundamental operations through a didactic sequence in the 

format of comics. In this aspect, the present study aims to analyze how adult people learn 

mathematics by means of tasks in comic strip format. For this purpose, a comic book 

entitled ""Unraveling the mysteries of telephony with mathematics"" was developed by 

the authors of this work, with the purpose of enabling adult learners to discuss everyday 

situations. In this way, the development of the workshop analyzed the learning of 

mathematics through comics in different social contexts in the context of Adult 

Education, composed of 25 students, aged 15 to 50, from a public school, located in the 

city of Poções - Bahia - Brazil. The objective of the workshop was to explore the 

mathematical contents present in the task and associate them with daily life situations 

through the reading and interpretation of the comics. For this, mathematical investigation 

(SKOVSMOSE, 2000) was used with the purpose of having adult students understand 

the presence of mathematics in the social context. Thus, it is understood that the way the 

task was approached in the classroom influenced the students' learning (POINT, 2014). 

The results indicate that the work with mathematical tasks in comics format in Adult 

Education allowed students to understand the content in a clearer way, because the 

junction between images and words, characteristic features of comics, is a connection that 

facilitates understanding (VERGUEIRO, 2004). In this context, comics are characterized 

as a multidisciplinary task and for this, it depends on both the creativity of the teacher and 

the preparation for use in order to achieve the teaching objectives (ARAUJO, 2020). 

Thus, it can be seen that mathematical tasks in comics format can enhance teaching, 

especially in Adult Education. 
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The current article seeks to present a work with mathematical tasks in the continuing 

education of teachers of Adult Education (AE). Mathematical tasks are understood as a 

segment of the lesson, in which the teacher proposes to the students a set of actions that 

aim to build possible learning paths, allowing them to elaborate mathematical ideas (Stein 

& Smith, 2009) from relationships with contexts that refer to the universe of mathematics 

and/or to everyday life (Ponte & Quaresma, 2012). Based on this, professional 

development courses were developed for teachers, with the aim of working with 

mathematical tasks with a focus on reading and writing the world from the perspective of 

mathematics, a proposal based on the studies of Gutstein (2006). For this author, reading 

the world with mathematics means that students will learn mathematics to interpret the 

reality that they live, situations of oppression that they experience in their school, 

neighborhood, city, among others. To write the world with mathematics means to use 

mathematics to change the reality in which they live, even if it is at the local level. This 

proposal is based on the reality of the students, in which, through mathematics, a reading 

is made of the existing situations in their contexts and, based on the existing problems, a 

solution is sought for them. These tasks would enable educators to work with mathematics 

closer to the students, since the scenarios developed in the classroom are generated from 

their experiences, such as their workplaces (plantations, civil construction, etc.), places 

they frequent (street markets, supermarkets, etc.), the inequalities that exist in their 

localities (gender inequality in the labor market), their means of payment (the use of credit 

cards) and many other situations that go through the context of adults. These activities 

would help teachers to develop the critical sense of the students in their mathematics 

classes. As stated by Freire (2000), the school environment should help in the formation 

of citizenship in students, allowing them to develop their critical thinking about the 

situations that surround their realities and to influence these situations so that they can be 

restructured in favor of democratization. Furthermore, based on D’Ambrosio ‘s theory of 

Ethnomathematics (2007), these tasks, based on the students' contexts, aim at valuing the 

mathematical knowledge and practices that are produced by the subjects in their contexts 

(such as the measures created in a street market, in the countryside, or in construction) 

and their productions, showing that the knowledge produced by them is as important as 

the knowledge presented in the classroom. Lave (2002) argues that everyday situations, 

such as shopping in the supermarket or cooking, structure the mathematics used in social 

practices. She understands ways of thinking and forms of knowledge as historical, social, 

and culturally situated phenomena. Professional development took place in three cities in 

the southwest of Bahia, Brazil, and are developed for educators who teach mathematics 

to adults. During the meetings, several mathematical tasks were presented that had as 
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main focus the discussion of problems that involved the students' local contexts, such as 

the cordel — Cordel is a popular literary genre in the format of pamphlets that are 

displayed and recited in squares or in open fairs, but can also be sold in some bookstores 

and newsstands, and serve as a means of transmitting information and knowledge to the 

popular classes (Marques & Silva, 2020) — about the free fair — places where 

vegetables, meats, spices and other condiments are sold —  and the situation that involves 

quantities and measures, the journalistic text that works the gender wage inequality in 

Brazil, the short story about the reform in a flour house that worked geometry in the 

production of roofs, and other tasks. Each of the formations had an average of 20 teachers, 

two formations were entirely for mathematics educators and one of the formations had 

the presence of teachers from other teaching areas. In these meetings they had active 

participation in the discussions, always sharing their experiences and developing 

proposals together with the teachers. Thus, the teachers were receptive to working with 

this task model in their classrooms. 
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This report aims to present the Erasmus+ Numeric[All] project, which started in 

January 2022 and will end in December 2023. The project intends to develop gamified, 

non-formal mathematical tools addressed to adults with key competency gaps in literacy, 

numeracy, and digital literacy, by providing adult trainers and lifelong learning centres 

with modern tools to create a gamified mobile museum.  

This museum will consist of non-formal, three-dimensional mathematical exhibits 

that aim to develop and reinforce fundamental professional skills for illiterate adult 

learners. 

We believe that our non-formal education proposal will allow us to combine an 

approach strongly linked to the daily life of people with the more playful aspects of 
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mathematics. Our goal is to change the common perception of the subject as exclusive, 

difficult, and abstract by making learners rediscover the pleasure of collaborative 

problem-solving. 

We intend our proposals to be linked, as much as possible, to aspects of everyday 

life. The instructions must be precise and concise, based on images and iconography, and 

the materials used must be approachable, easy to recreate, and adaptable to adult schools. 

For this reason, it will be possible to produce some of them using a 3D printer. 

The primary objective of the project is to be as inclusive as possible (hence the 

[All] in Numeric[All]). For this, we rely on the expertise of our partners at LogoPsyCom, 

who are involved in educational interventions for people affected by forms of DYS/SLD 

learning disorders. We want to make sure that the challenges that the exhibits propose are 

solvable by as many people as possible, regardless of prior preparation and skills. 

Adults facing difficulties in numeracy and literacy will be able to develop skills 

relevant to them, hence improving their overall quality of life, self-reliance, social 

inclusion, employability, and capacity to further build on competencies such as 

organising, problem-solving and critical thinking. Furthermore, the project accounts for 

the global shift into technology-rich environments, by combining literacy and numeracy 

with digital education in a playful and meaningful way that keeps learners' motivation 

high and makes learning more engaging. 

The project will include four connected products: 

o A Methodological Guide, presenting the state-of-the-art on adult key 

competencies; 

o The Gamified Mobile Museum with 16 blueprints and guidelines for inclusive, 

tailor-made, hands-on exhibits; 

o A Module on 3D Modelling along with a DIY creation kit; 

o An E-Book for the correct use of the exhibits. 

In addition, we expect the following organisational results: 

o Development of a Project Website in all partners' languages as well as English; 

o A six-day Pilot Testing Activity in Cyprus to test IO2 and IO3; 

o Local Training Sessions on the IO3 and IO4 content with the direct and indirect 

target groups; 

o One International Conference and two Final Conferences; 

o Five Transnational Partner Meetings.  

The partners involved in the project are: 

o Citizens in Power (CIP), a Cyprus non-profit, educational and research 

organisation, which is a local leader in the fields of global education, social 

innovation, entrepreneurship, STEM, and sustainable growth; 

o SCS LogoPsyCom, a Belgian company that specialises in projects for skills 

development, professional training, evaluation, and inclusion of young people 

with DYS/SLD learning disorders; 

o MMACA, Maths Museum of Catalonia: a non-profit, non-governmental 

association devoted to the dissemination of non-formal mathematics through 

permanent and itinerant exhibitions, workshops, fairs, and teacher training; 

o AKMI, Anonimi Ekpaideftiki Etairia, a leading Greek institute in vocational 

training, providing post-secondary education; 

o LUDUS, a Portuguese non-profit association that aims to support and disseminate 

mathematics, especially recreational mathematics, through meetings, 

conferences, fairs, workshops, and itinerant exhibitions.  
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In each country, local partners working specifically in the field of adult education, 

inside and outside formal institutions, are deeply involved in the discussion on the 

development, design, piloting, and implementation of the products of the Numeric[All] 

project.   
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Evidence of links between mathematics skills and life outcomes (Dolton & 

Vignoles 2002; Ananiadou, Jenkins & Wolf 2004; Jerrim 2022) indicates the importance 

of the subject for the individual in society, but adults seeking to improve their education 

can face multiple obstacles related to mathematics as they follow uncertain trajectories 

towards better qualifications. Some of these difficulties may arise from prior learning 

experiences that influence their perceptions of the subject, or personal circumstances that 

result in practical constraints. Their learning trajectories are however also shaped by 

structures of opportunity beyond their control (Evans, Schoon & Weale, 2012), such as 

those constructed by government policy at the time, resulting in a bounded agency (Evans, 

2007) where choices are constrained. 

The aim of this paper is to present some issues for discussion that have arisen from 

a much wider research study in England, the Mathematics in Further Education Colleges 

project, which is reported in full elsewhere (Noyes & Dalby, 2020). The paper is 

exploratory, highlighting areas for further study alongside some preliminary findings. We 

examine how mathematics and mathematics policies play a part in the learning pathways 

of adults as they seek to improve their life chances. In particular, we aim to address the 

questions: in what ways do mathematics attainment and policies shape structures of 

opportunity; and how do personal circumstances influence learning journeys?  

A mixed methods approach was used for the Mathematics in Further Education 

Colleges project, using data generated from surveys, staff interviews and student focus 

groups to develop case studies (Noyes & Dalby, 2020). The discussion in this paper is 

informed by qualitative interview data and analysed using an iterative process of 

emergent coding, from which a more comprehensive coding framework was developed, 

and a cross-case analysis carried out to identify key themes.  

We first explore the personal influences on learning journeys by considering the 

narrative identities (Holland, 2001) constructed by two adults in England as they describe 

their pathways through education towards careers in teaching. These two cases are 

selected as examples from the wider study because they represent contrasting journeys 

and illustrate some key themes, thereby providing a starting point for further discussion.  

Both adults accessed ‘second chance’ education as mature students, with the aim 

of gaining the qualifications required to become teachers in England but had contrasting 
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experiences. One of these adults eventually overcame various obstacles to become a 

successful mathematics teacher in further education, whilst the other found mathematics 

to be a seemingly insurmountable barrier to gaining a teaching qualification, despite 

having taught abroad for several years as an unqualified teacher. Their narratives explain 

differing perceptions of, and relationships with mathematics over time, but also highlight 

critical incidents that have affected their trajectories, including personal challenges they 

have faced during their mathematics learning journeys.  

Their self-reported perceptions of mathematics reflect those evidenced more 

widely in the study and align to the common images in many western countries identified 

by Volmink (1994). During their journeys, identities with respect to mathematics become 

polarised, with one student discovering an aptitude that allows them entry to the elite 

group of those who understand mathematics (Volmink, 1994), whilst the other is 

increasingly convinced that mathematics is a remote and inaccessible subject. The high 

‘exchange value’ (Williams, 2012) of mathematics qualifications in the English education 

system affects the structures of opportunity for these two adults since it opens up 

progression routes that otherwise are denied.  

The two cases also illustrate how adult learning trajectories are shaped by the 

government policies in place at the time. Although there are other differences in these 

cases that may affect the actual outcomes, their experiences of second chance education 

took place several years apart and in different policy contexts. At the time of the first 

case, government policy for adults created some accessible funded spaces to return to 

learning and study for mathematics qualifications that were designed for adults. In our 

second case, funding was more limited, but the mathematics curriculum options were also 

narrower and only the mathematics qualification taken at age 16 years in school (GCSE 

mathematics) would allow this adult entry to a teaching career. Both adults experienced 

a type of bounded agency (Evans, 2007) but the spaces created for them to develop a 

learning pathway towards a teaching career were significantly different. Policies 

determining the type of curriculum, the funded provision available for adults and pre-

requisites for further study were instrumental in shaping different structures of 

opportunity for these two students. 

The two cases show how those who struggle to achieve qualifications in school 

may have to subsequently negotiate difficult pathways to improve their position. The 

structured environment of post-16 education in England seems better suited to students 

following typical progression routes (Evans, 2007), rather than mature adults returning to 

education, and policies arguably create more constraints than opportunities. Mathematics 

attainment was an important influence that shaped structures of opportunity, acting as a 

‘gate keeper’ for progression and thereby either an affordance or a constraint, depending 

on the success or failure of the individual with specified qualifications. 

Personal circumstances and prior experiences were different in our two cases, 

which led to some individual challenges, but these still took place within the structures 

created by government policies. Although pathways may be negotiated to some extent by 

the individual, the evidence in this study supports the view that structural forces are 

powerful (Furlong & Cartmel, 1997) and agency is often constrained. 

The study highlights some common issues for adults returning to learning and 

indicates how these are affected by structures of opportunity that are strongly influenced 

by government policy and the high exchange value of mathematics within the education 

system. This is a limited study within a broader research project but could be usefully 

followed by a more extensive and focussed study, using a similar conceptual framework 
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to explore the structures of opportunity and influence of mathematics on the pathways of 

adults returning to learning.  

Key words: mathematics, policy, adults, learning trajectories, agency. 
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Numeracy is regarded as a critical factor that progressively influences the quality 

of life of individuals and society. Numeracy becomes increasingly vital in dealing with 

the difficulties of environmental and financial sustainability, health, and social well-being 

as our world is impacted on by the changes brought about by the 4th industrial revolution. 

Numeracy also is a powerful tool that can be used to either empower or disempower 

individuals and societies. 

Most recently the COVID-19 pandemic raised exponentially the need to master particular 

numeracy practices to make sense of the world and make informed decisions about 

matters of hygiene, medication usage, etc. In fact, the pandemic did not only highlight 

importance of numeracy in understanding the health risk of the disease but also on how 
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multiple numerical considerations needed to be brought into conversations with each 

other to negotiate the challenges experienced. This required a process of sense making 

while also maintaining criticality.  

The importance of “being numerate” was even more visible.  A discourse of 

labelling people as being numerate or innumerate continues to prevail could suggest that 

numerate is a definitive or absolute position. While defining numeracy in such a way 

could make it easier to develop numeracy, it does not recognise that individuals and 

societies have been engaging in numeracy practices already in different ways. However, 

adopting a social practice orientation to numeracy implies recognising that there are 

multiple numeracies practices that is practiced differently across contexts. This 

nevertheless presents a challenge in planning for the development of numeracy because 

it is not easily “definable”. Scholars have highlighted with conveying to others what is 

meant by numeracy (see for example Madison, 2019 or Gillman, 2006, as cited in Fischer, 

2019, p.3). 

In this paper an alternative to the dichotomy of numeracy and innumeracy is 

offered. Through the use of Legitimation Code Theory (LCT), I unpack the legitimating 

principles of the numeracy practices across 7 professional programmes at a University of 

Technology in South Africa. Legitimation Code Theory is a multidimensional toolkit that 

includes 5 analytical tools to reveal the underlying organising principles that result in 

particular events or actions/practices. In this presentation I use the Specialization and 

Semantics Dimensions from the LCT toolkit to make explicit the principles of 

legitimation of the conceptions of numeracy. The Specialization dimensions allowed for 

an examination of the extent to which the intellectual field is legitimated through 

specialised knowledge and/or special knowers. Semantics provided a tool to examine how 

knowledge and meanings in the field progresses and the capacity of the field to create 

cumulative knowledge.  

This presentation combines the insights from the analysis using these two 

dimensions and Gramsci’s (1971) definition of common sense to offer a description of 

numeracy sense “as a practice or perspective that is diffused because it is connected to, 

and implicit in, practical life (personal, professional and societal) and through elaborating 

this practice or perspective it becomes a renewed numeracy sense possessing the 

coherence brought about through specialized knowledge building drawing from across 

multiple disciplines, contextual knowledge building and knower building” (Rathilal, 

2021, p. 267).  Numeracy sense, then, remains dynamic and has the potential to be 

constantly evolving thus negating the binaries presented of numerate and innumerate. I 

will further explore the possibilities this offers to programmes designed for expanding 

numeracy sense. 
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Poor numeracy is widespread in the UK. Government statistics suggests that 17 

million adults in England - half of the working-age population - have everyday 
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mathematics skills roughly equivalent to those expected of a primary school child (Skills 

for Life Survey, 2012). It affects work productivity, people’s income, health and 

wellbeing.  Although many efforts are in place to improve numeracy in the UK (How Can 

I Improve My Maths Skills? How the Multiply Programme Supports Adult Learners - the 

Education Hub, n.d.), efforts often focus on the role of the cognitive factors (such as 

increasing maths requirements, introducing novel teaching strategies and increasing 

educational standards), while the importance of the emotional and social factors in 

improving numeracy and maths achievement is mainly overlooked. (McLeod, D., 1992) 

Improving mathematics curriculum content addresses only part of this issue, we also need 

to address (those) affective factors of mathematics classrooms, known to affect maths 

learning, performance and interest in pursuing careers that require good numeracy skills 

(Beilock and Maloney, 2015). In order to do that, mathematics educators and learners 

need a simple and comprehensive approach that can be integrated into cognitive 

framework of learning mathematics; such intervention will aim to remediate factors 

negatively influencing mathematical performance of maths-anxious individuals (Beilock, 

S. and Chang, H., 2016) 

Further education (FE) colleges in the UK are facing the challenges of delivering 

mathematics as a compulsory subject for those that have previously failed to achieve 

grade 4 in GCSE mathematics. Most commonly reported issues are low level of 

motivation and engagement and affective difficulties such as low confidence and anxiety 

(Noyes & Dalby, 2020).  Teachers often comment on reinforcing attendance of students 

who previously experienced failure with mathematics. Seligman (2007) considered that 

repeated exposure to stress can lead to avoiding behaviour in order to escape a repeat 

psychological suffering. Johnston-Wilder et al (2013) propose that it is not the 

mathematics as such but the accumulating effect of the repeat negative experiences that 

can result in avoidance as a form of psychological protection from harm. 

Johnston-Wilder and Lee (2010) defined the term ‘mathematical resilience’ as a 

framework to counteract mathematics anxiety and mathematics helplessness. 

Mathematics resilience involves four factors: belief in growth, personal value of 

mathematics, need for effort – struggle to achieve learning and accessing available 

support (Johnston-Wilder et al., 2016). Building on the construct of mathematical 

resilience Johnston-Wilder at al (2020) introduce the Toolkit which combines three tools 

addressing mathematics anxiety, psychological safeguarding and response to challenge 

and threat in mathematics learning context. 

In this study, we explore the effectiveness and accessibility  of this approach  for 

building resilience, reducing mathematics anxiety and increasing effectiveness of 

learning in the context of adult learners in a Further Education college in London . We 

will also explore confounding variables in teaching and learning that correlate positively 

with resilience and negatively with avoidance and fear of maths, such as: the impact of 

maths anxiety on the performance and the effect of the perceived helplessness on maths 

achievement.  In this study the main focus is on the qualitative element – analysis of the 

learners experience and learners’ reflections on own progress and journey in learning 

mathematics. 

Methodology 

This is a small scale action research study undertaken with a group of 7 pre-GCSE 

mature students in FE college in London. Two researchers collaborated closely 

throughout the whole process of the study, including data presentation, interpretation and 

collaboration on the structure and timeline of the intervention. One of the researchers, 

was also the mathematics teacher of this class. The originality of this action research is 
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that the teacher-researcher was able to reflect on own experience of implementing the 

resilience framework and the Toolkit into teaching  and record personal reflections and 

observation of the changes in own perceptions of teaching mathematics as well as changes 

in learners’ experiences.  

The qualitative part included collection of mathematics stories, two surveys 

assessing mathematical wellbeing and motivation and semi-structured individual and 

group interviews. 

The quantitative part of the study included a 2-part questionnaire ( the Betz (1978) 

Mathematics Anxiety Scale and  the Mathematical Resilience Scale (MRS) (Kooken et 

al, 2013)) administered at the start (Assessment 1) and then repeated after 5 months of 

the  

Intervention 

The Toolkit is formed of three tools: the hand model of the brain (HMB, Siegel, 

2010), the relaxation response (RR; Benson, 2000) and the growth zone model (GZM; 

Dweck, C., 2006). Initial stage involves understanding maths anxiety and the role of the 

brain and emotions in learning, then introducing the growth zone model and the concept 

of self-safeguarding and natural responses to threat demonstrated by hand model of the 

brain. On later stages relaxation techniques were introduced and practised during the 

lessons. Desensitisation and gradual exposure to anxiety triggers (Petronzi, D., et al 2021) 

were integrated into maths lessons and students were encouraged to practise managing 

anxiety and developing persistence outside the classroom. 

Results 

The scores of the MAS and MRS at the first and second surveys were compared 

and showed that 5 out of 7 participants had reduced scores in mathematics anxiety and 

improved scores in confidence and positivity towards own maths abilities. The key 

themes that emerged highlight the importance of addressing emotional aspects of learning 

mathematics in the classroom, with subthemes such as: value of challenge, understanding 

and deliberate effort. The learners valued unconditional positive reward (Baker, J., et al, 

2019) and safe classroom culture without fear of being left behind. All participants have 

rated the Toolkit as ‘extremely useful’ and would advise it as a practical strategy to 

anyone having anxiety in mathematics learning.  

Conclusion 

The findings of the study conclude that mathematics resilience approach can 

provide adult learners with support and strategies needed for overcoming affective 

barriers to learning mathematics, as stated by Lyons and Beilock (2013). It also addresses 

the research question related to how accessible the toolkit is for teachers and learners. At 

no cost it can be implemented by mathematics teachers providing them with a strategy of 

addressing learners’ maths anxiety, avoidance and negativity. This study illustrates that 

when the learners’ psychological safety is in the focus of teaching, the classrooms will 

develop effective communication and behavioural culture leading to greater learner 

autonomy and agency for learning (Johnston-Wilder S. & Marshall, E., 2017). 

More research is required to test the efficacy of the Toolkit and mathematics 

resilience on the large scale trials. Further study will continue with coaching GCSE and 

Functional Skills mathematics to develop teaching for mathematical resilience and raising 

awareness of the impact of fear of mathematics on ability to learn maths. (Tobias, 1991) 

Adult numeracy and mathematics anxiety remain a national issue and giving us, 

mathematics educators agency to continue searching for effective practice. 
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Mathematics has a role in the pathway of all adult students accessing higher 

education, and this is also true for people coming from a prison background. Johnson et 

al. (2016) discuss the essential role of Mathematics as a gatekeeper for adult students 

accessing higher education. Bryk et al. (2010) differentiate between Mathematics as a 

gateway and a gatekeeper to a college education, and state that Mathematics is an essential 

part of the lives of all students.  

By putting the topic of Mathematics for prisoner students on the agenda at ALM 

29, a conference on adult Mathematics education, I aim to draw the attention of educators 

to this field. To date it has been mostly criminologists that have researched education in 

prison, not educational researchers or practitioners, and the topic is rarely featured in 

educational journals, as stated by Szifris (2018). 

This literature review is part of an insider research study on Mathematics in an 

Irish prison education context. A recent literature review on education in prison from a 

national and an international perspective by Behan (2021) has added to the knowledge of 

this field. This paper will build on Behan’s work and will include literature on prisons, 

including a comparison of prison systems around the world, as well as literature on prison 

management and social justice groups. Literature will be presented on what the goal and 

rationale of a prison sentence in different countries is. 

This study will present data from the perspective of a Mathematics teacher in a prison 

classroom. It will also present data on numbers of current students who are included in, 

and excluded from, education at different levels around the world (OECD, 2002).   

Gehring (2020) has summarised literature on historical research themes and 

examines the contributions of several heroes of prison education and reform, noting that 

each has had an impact on the field. More recent literature research in the field will be 

presented, including specific literature from Ahl (2020) on Mathematics research in 

mailto:D14127354@mytudublin.ie
mailto:marisa.llorens@tudublin.ie
mailto:kees.hoogland@hu.nl
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prisons, and literature by Su (2020) on the potential of Mathematics for human flourishing 

for in general, including prisoners in particular. We will also look at literature relating to 

families’ coping and reintegration, which relates to one of the aims of education (Muth et 

al., 2016; Irish Prison Service, 2019). 

We will review facts relating to Ireland, including the numbers in prison at any 

one time and the demographics of prisoners in Ireland. We will review the literature on 

prison education in Ireland, referring to the aims of prison education in Ireland and how 

it relates to the aims of prison education in different jurisdictions (Irish Prison Service, 

2019). We will present literature on the role of Mathematics and the highest levels of 

education the average Irish prisoner has obtained before entering prison. Literature from 

statutory agencies and from academic journals on the percentage of Irish prisoners who 

engage in higher education and the subjects they study, will be presented. Finally in this 

section we will present literature on the challenges of teaching in prisons in Ireland. 

The literature review includes literature on adult Mathematics and Numeracy, and as they 

are closely related, both terms will be used in this presentation. Theories of adult 

education and andragogy, from Freire (2018) and Knowles (2002), will show that the 

origins of adult education are student led. A review of the literature on Numeracy 

definitions over recent decades will show how it has changed from a functional skill to a 

social practice (Hoogland et al., 2019; Yasukawa et al., 2018).  

Literature specifically on Mathematics in Prison will be explored. Ahl (2020) 

investigated the motivation of students in prison education, building on Mellin-Olsen’s 

theory of instrumentalism (1981). Her research showed that students in prisons in 

different countries have many different, yet similar reasons for starting and for persisting 

with Mathematics in prison. We will refer to studies conducted on Mathematics levels of 

prisoners in the UK by Creese (2016). In the USA, Reder (2020) found that prison disrupts 

the Mathematics levels of prisoners at first, but levels improve as they adjust to prison 

life and activities. Reder states that Mathematics has an important social role both inside 

and outside prisons and suggests that research in this field is extended into other 

vulnerable groups. Gal et al. (2020) suggest that Mathematics and Literacy should be a 

target for educational interventions as they have a complex purpose in the twenty-first 

century, and need to be reviewed by policy makers, practitioners, and researchers.  This 

presentation will encourage discussion on these themes. 

 

Creative Commons License  

The terms and conditions of use are related to the Open Journal System and to Creative 

Commons Attribution License (CCAL). 
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Paola Valero is Full Professor of Mathematics Education at 

the Department of Teaching and Learning, Stockholm 

University, Sweden. Her research explores the significance of 

mathematics education as a field where power relations are 

actualized in producing subjectivities and generating 

inclusion/exclusion of different types of students. She leads 

the Swedish Research Council funded national Graduate 

school “Relevancing mathematics and Science Education 

(RelMaS)”. This doctoral program has doctoral students in 
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the face of the many current crises of political, social, economic and environmental 
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Marta Civil is a Professor and the Roy F. Graesser 

Chair in the Department of Mathematics at The 

University of Arizona. Her research looks at 

cultural, social, and language aspects in the 

teaching and learning of mathematics; 

participation in the mathematics classroom; 

connections between in-school and out-of-school 

mathematics; and parental engagement in 

mathematics. She has led multiple funded projects 

working with children, parents, and teachers, primarily in Mexican American 

communities. Her work is grounded on the concepts of funds of knowledge and parents 

as intellectual resources, with a focus on developing culturally sustaining learning 

environments in mathematics education. 
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This report brings the accounts of a large ongoing research about numeracy and 

the use of mathematical knowledge at work in the field of cabinetmakers and wood 

product manufactory. Back in 2010, we started a journey examining the daily activities 

of cabinetmakers in their workshop. The aim was to find out more about their routines, 

their activities and to see their daily use of mathematics.  We assumed that the work of a 

cabinetmaker cannot be done without mathematical skills.   

In the occupational barometer of Finland, cabinetmakers have long been on the 

list of 15–10 professions with jobseekers’ surplus. Therefore, those professionals ought 

to compete for jobs and clients; and in this competition, they must stand out by their skills. 

Working life and the skills required in the workplace (in our case of the cabinetmakers) 

are constantly changing due to the development of technology, among other factors. 

These accelerating processes of change, together with the requirements for improving the 

efficiency of education, persistently make experts to ask and argue about what and what 

kind of knowledge should be taught in vocational education and what kind of competence 

is needed at work. From the point of view of efficiency, it could make sense to focus on 

the contextual knowledge required at work when teaching mathematics. FitzSimons 

(2014) asks what professional or work-related mathematics really is. Thus, our research 

went to find the horizontal discourse at the workshop. Our participants were Finnish 

mailto:laia.salo@helsinki.fi
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cabinetmakers (altogether 7) and 3 worked also as vocational schoolteachers. We 

collected our data through interviews, participant observation and shadowing (from 2010 

until the present).   

The work of a cabinetmaker is an old craft profession with different traditions and 

traditional ways of approaching problems encountered at work. The work is very physical 

as cabinetmakers handle heavy timber and use their whole body, but especially their 

hands and eyes play a key role. The wood is visible, tactile, palpable. Therefore, 

mathematical knowledge, its learning and use at work can also be understood through 

embodiment. The idea of embodied mathematics (Lakoff & Nuñez, 2000) considers 

where math comes from and how the body shapes mathematical knowledge in use, and 

thus, numeracy. Some studies claim that size-related numerical and embodied size-related 

information leaves traces in the brain (e.g., Radbound, 2014) and numerical cognition 

relies on embodied mathematical representations. That is why, sensory and motor 

experiences matter. Our analysis supported the idea that at work and while facing 

problem-solving situations, embodiment can facilitate conceptual understanding 

(Malafouris, 2012; Trninic, 2015).  

The data analysis also detailed a long list of activities and routines where 

cabinetmakers used different mathematical knowledge even if they did not recognize it 

as mathematics (e.g., basic operations, estimations, percentages, proportions, 3D 

geometry, measuring units, angles, and basic trigonometry). Soon we also realized that 

cabinetmakers were involved in different types of situations: some familiar and 

routinized, and others more problematic where they did not know how to proceed. Not 

all problem-solving situations are the same as some are well-structured and others poorly 

structured problems (Jonassen, 2000). The first ones are clearly defined with precise 

solutions, while poorly structured problems are context-sensitive and transparent, often 

requiring divergent thinking.   

The data revealed other processes (such as design processes and creative 

processes) intertwined with problem-solving situations and indicated that problem 

solving in the workplace does not necessarily require innovation, but rather feasibility 

and practicality. In problem-solving situations, an individual can use their numerical 

skills and develop their mathematical knowledge and understanding of its use (Van Oers, 

2001). However, the use of mathematical knowledge in each situation remains dependent 

not only on the individual’s numeracy and the mathematical requirements of the job but 

also on their commitment to the situation (Duchhardt et al. 2017).  

In all, our analysis gives clues that basic mathematical knowledge is enough for a 

cabinetmaker. In this sense, our findings support many previous research findings on the 

nature of the mathematics used at work. In everyday routines, cabinetmakers survived 

well with contextual mathematical knowledge. Contextuality is particularly emphasized 

in the fact that mathematical knowledge cannot compensate for the shortcomings in the 

cabinetmaker's craftsmanship and knowledge of the properties of wood. In creative 

problem-solving situations, in addition to contextual and informal knowledge, more 

conceptual mathematical knowledge was activated. The inaccuracy and flexibility of 

solutions and observed processes was surprising, considering that mathematics is 

considered an exact science. Mathematics is no substitute for cabinetmakers’ problem-

solving skills, but it can affect the speed at which a solution is found. However, it does 

not guarantee a better result or product.  

From the point of view of working life and education, the question remains as 

what counts as valuable knowledge and what professional mathematical knowledge and 

skills are worth pursuing in this context. For professionals to be able to compete in the 
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labor market in the future, to act, to innovate, to solve problems we currently know 

nothing about and to see how mathematics and its concepts intertwine to solve them, 

horizontal, contextual knowledge alone is not enough. Therefore, we believe that the 

vertical aspect should also be safeguarded in the teaching of professional 

mathematics.              
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Diagnostic testing has often been used to determine both traditional students and 

adult learners’ basic mathematical competency skills upon entry to higher education 

(Faulkner et al., 2010; Lawson, 1997; Malcolm & McCoy, 2007). The findings of such 

research has predominately found that both cohorts of students tend to have low levels of 

basic mathematical skills upon entry to higher education with adult learners often having 

significantly lower levels of basic skills when compared to traditional students due to 

being out of formal education for a significant time (Gill et al 2010). In more recent times 

research in this area has expanded to explore diagnostic testing from the perspective of 

both procedural and problem-solving skills upon entry to higher education (Faulkner et 

al 2020). One such study took place in an Irish context in an attempt to examine beginning 

undergraduates’ skills (both traditional and adults) in light of curriculum changes that had 

taken place at second level education.  

Like many other countries internationally the focus of the second level 

mathematics curriculum in Ireland changed from one in which rote learning and 
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procedural skills were front and centre to one which now focusses on conceptual 

understanding and problem solving. In an attempt to examine how students were 

performing after the introduction of such a curriculum changes Faulkner et al (2020) 

developed a diagnostic test which enabled the examination and comparison of both sets 

of skills. The findings of such work found that both traditional and adult learners had low 

levels of both procedural and problem-solving skills upon entry to higher education with 

students in both groups performing statistically significantly lower in the problem-solving 

section of the test when compared to the procedural section. The test was designed using 

a paired questions structure; section A examines students’ procedural skills and section 

B examines students problem solving skills. Each question in section A has a paired 

question in section B which required the same mathematical concept to be applied 

however section B had context applied.  Although it was and is acknowledged that the 

problem-solving questions require conceptual understanding where the procedural 

question did not the key mathematical concepts required for a student to be successful in 

both questions were the same. See Faulkner et al (2021) for more details on this. The 

research carried out also acknowledged that more needed to be done in terms of 

examining how students were performing rather than just a quantitative measure of 

marking the questions correct or incorrect as was implemented in this initial research.  

The current study being reported here therefore set out to use a ‘Think aloud’ 

approach to examining what adult students are thinking and feeling while they engage 

with both the procedural and problem-solving section of this diagnostic test (Monaghan 

2005). The thinking aloud approach involves students attempting questions on the 

diagnostic test while verbalising their thoughts and actions as they work through them. 

This polit study involving two adult learners found that students found many aspects of 

the problem-solving questions difficult/off putting. For example, students reported issues 

with the formatting of text, the labelling of graphs, information provided but not needed 

for successful completion of a question and context which in no way related to the 

students interests or experiences. These issues and more besides will be outlined in this 

paper to begin the examination of what really challenges and deters students from being 

able to be successful in problem-solving questions on the second level mathematics 

curriculum in Ireland (and elsewhere).  
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This article aims to present a study that analyzed the work with cordel in the 

context of mathematics education with adults. Cordel is a popular literary genre in the 

form of pamphlets that are exposed and recited in squares or free fair, and serve as a 

means of transmitting information and knowledge to the popular classes. According to 

Marques e Silva (2020), the cordel leaflets, which originate from the colonial period, mix 

humor and irony with a critical approach, presenting historical episodes, religious themes, 

legends, and everyday facts, especially of the Brazil Northeastern people, who are written 

in rhyming form and some are illustrated with woodcuts. This literary genre spread 

strongly in northeastern Brazil, and was constituted by the poetic influence of the 

indigenous people, by the stories and traditions of black people, by the cowboys and 

drovers (Marques & Silva; 2020). In the classroom, this literature presents itself as a 

proposal for students and educators to work with popular poetry in schools, in addition to 

addressing certain historical, political and social events, which for Marques e Silva 

(2020), are narrated from the perspective of minorities, from the subaltern and poorly 

educated classes. According to the National Curricular Common Base (2016), working 

with cordel literature makes it possible to train students capable of understanding that 

popular manifestations constitute an important vector in the field of artistic-literary 

action. In Adult Education (AE), working with cordel can contribute as a reading and 

literacy tool in Portuguese language classes (Santana, 2014). In AE, working with cordel 

can contribute as a reading and literacy tool in Portuguese language classes (Santana, 

2014). This article aims to discuss the work with cordel literature in the context of 

mathematics classes in AE as a resource to work with mathematical knowledge in 

different social contexts. According to Silva (2020) as proposed by Fonseca (2012), Adult 

Mathematics Education is understood as the educational action aimed at a subject with 

incomplete or never started basic schooling and who returns to the school context in 

adulthood. In this work, considering that authentic education, let's repeat, is not made 

from A to B or from A over B, but from A with B, mediated by the world (Freire, 2000), 

then, in this work, Mathematics Education with Adults is considered. Through a 

mathematical task (GUSMÃO, FONT; 2020), a dialogic environment was created that 

allowed young and adult learners to discuss the mathematical contents that appeared in 

the verses of a cordel entitled “the abc of the foot of the fence”. Using a qualitative 

approach, the data of this study were produced from the development of a workshop in a 

mathematics class, in the high school of the AE, composed of 11 students, aged between 

18 and 40 years, from the public school, located in city of Maetinga – Bahia – Brazil. Due 

to the Covid-19 pandemic, the workshop was developed in the context of emergency 
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remote teaching, using the Google meet platform. For this, the workshop had four hours 

of total workload, being distributed in two synchronous moments of two hours each on 

alternate days. The records were produced through observations made during the 

development of the workshop in synchronous meetings, recordings of these moments, in 

addition to notes in a field diary. The work analyzed how a task can provide a discussion 

about mathematics from different social contexts. The results suggest that the work with 

cordel literature made it possible to build a bridge for the students to discuss formal and 

informal concepts in the scope of magnitudes and measures, bringing the knowledge that 

was acquired in their daily lives, in addition to allowing the educator to think about their 

practice, presenting a proposal to work on mathematics with accessible material, also 

allowing contact with various regional expressions, especially from the northeastern 

culture, in addition to approaching reading and writing in mathematics classes. It is 

believed that this work can contribute to guiding future concrete actions, based on 

scientific evidence and, as authors such Flecha (2014), apply what rigorous research has 

shown to work and be successful. The results suggest that working with the textual genre 

of cordel, with the presence of themes involving everyday situations, made it possible to 

stimulate the student to think correctly, to be curious, to research, to criticize what they 

read, and to become a critical subject (FREIRE, 2014). In addition, working with cordel 

allowed students to discuss formal and informal concepts regarding the theme of 

magnitudes and measures. In this perspective, it was possible through cordel text, discuss 

concepts present in situations of social practices, creating a learning environment 

conducive to the development of tasks that stimulate the reading and writing of the world 

through mathematics (GUTSTEIN, 2006). 
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In the U.S. low numeracy skills are correlated with vulnerable populations: 

women, immigrants, socio-economic status, and some racial and ethnic groups. 

Numeracy skills go beyond the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 

Development (OECD) definition of “the ability to use, apply, interpret, and communicate 

mathematical information and ideas.”   (2016). It also includes the Common European 

Numeracy Framework, particularly their cognitive processes of managing and analysing 

situations, processing help those with needs due to skill shortages and employment gaps 

information, critical thinking, and problem solving (Erasmus+, 2022).   

A lack of numeracy skill often leads to lower quality of life measures, (OECD, 

2016; Gal, et al., 2020) such as health, and higher non-completion rates in higher paying 

career courses of study. By integrating mathematics into engineering coursework, Wright 

State model doubled the rate of degree completion (Klingbeil & Bourne, 2015). “The 

impact [of the model] was especially powerful for students from underrepresented groups, 

including women and students of color, who earned degrees at triple the rate” (McMurtie, 

2021). 

Though improved numeracy skills would benefit many, fewer enter any structured 

classes or course of study to improve these skills. ‘By making numbers and their 

implications more understandable to more people, we can improve decision making, 

efficiency, and outcomes such as health and quality of life.’ (Pleasant, et al., 2016) 

Healthcare careers are ones that require high levels of numeracy skills and a high 

expectation of interaction with people from more vulnerable populations. Post secondary 

education can, therefore, improve completion rates and train graduates through career 

specific education at institutions with higher rates of vulnerable populations, i.e., women, 

immigrants, first generation college students, etc., by embedding numeracy education and 

teacher training into coursework. Thus, the post secondary institution can fulfil their 

“ethical responsibility to combat poor living conditions or poor nutrition and improve 

health outcomes.” (Gal, et al., 2020) 

Nutrition and dietetics requires both using numeracy skills and teaching them.  For 

example, to write a tube feeding and IV nutrition prescription a dietitian has to perform a 

process with at least eight steps. Each step requires at least one mathematical calculation 

(e.g., rounding, rates, ratios, and percents) and/or decision based on numerical 

information, critical thinking and situational analysis. The final step is to integrate all the 

calculations and information to write the prescription. Another example in diabetes 

counselling, a nutritionist would teach a patient how to read food labels to implement a 

recommended diet.  This might require teaching how to read the labels, calculate 

macronutrients from one meal and combining it for daily practice. Nutritionists and 

dietitians translate the lab values and the scientific literature so that patients can apply it 

to their lives.  

An interdisciplinary collaboration was formed by a university health professions 

educator and an adult foundational numeracy skills educator to integrate numeracy, 

literacy, and critical thinking skills into training for allied health professionals. During 

this innovative collaboration, the presenters found ways to improve student competence 

during their capstone courses in nutrition/dietetics. The collaboration also revealed that 

two other goals can be achieved: 1) increase the likelihood of completion rates, 

particularly for those from underrepresented groups; and 2) increase the number of 

teachers of adult foundational skills within the context of health literacy. 

This session will take attendees through the collaboration process developed by 

the presenters to integrate numeracy education and adult foundational skills teacher 
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training into post-secondary education courses for nutrition/dietetics professionals. This 

process was designed to: 

o Improve the nutrition/dietetics students’ numeracy skills. 

o Improve the students’ critical thinking and decision making using literacy, 

technology, and other resources. 

o Provide the students with skills so they can teach their future clients the numeracy 

skills needed to improve health outcomes. 

The speakers will discuss how and why they developed their partnership and how 

they integrated numeracy into the coursework so that it was explicitly taught.  This 

presentation will answer the following questions:   

o How can post-secondary instructors review course materials and syllabi to 

identify where and what numeracy skills are needed? 

o How can the curriculum be reworked so that skills can be scaffolded in a logical 

sequence from simple to complex?  

o How can course specific projects can be developed that use numeracy skills in a 

real world context? 

o What alternative methods can be developed to support numeracy instruction and 

build self-efficacy in the students, e.g., course specific recordings, low-stakes 

weekly quizzes to test knowledge and understanding? 

o How can instructors identify non-math numeracy issues that create learning 

difficulties, e.g., reading tables, charts, and graphs? 

o How can instructors integrate numeracy in multiple courses? 

Participants will identify possible communities of practice for collaboration and 

develop an action plan to work with collaborators from outside the adult foundational 

skills community to train those working with vulnerable populations. This training will 

allow non-adult foundational skills educators to teach and explain numeracy and 

numeracy-related information for their clients as part of their interactions and teaching. 
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This Mathematics in Prison Topic Group emerged during a series of ALM online 

events during the Covid pandemic. The online seminars helped to create a virtual 

community of researchers and practitioners who are interested in the development of 

Mathematics in the secure estate and correctional educational settings. It is a group with 

open boundaries which welcomes contacts from across the world, who share an interest 

in the non-traditional students of Mathematics who study in prisons. 

The leaders of the group, Catherine Byrne and Tatiana Harrison are practitioners 

and researchers in the field. In recent years we have had several online meetings, using 

different platforms to communicate and share information.  We have presented at several 

international conferences, including the Congress of Research in Mathematics Education 

(CERME) and the Australian Correctional Educational Association (ACEA).  

This session will explain our goals, show how the group has developed and will 

look at future areas of interest. The goal of the group is to support practitioners and 

researchers in this field so that these vulnerable students will benefit from the shared good 

practice and new methodologies of those teaching them Mathematics. 

Previous literature in this field has investigated Mathematics levels of prisoners 

(Creese 2016, Rampey et al 2016). Education in prisons in general is under theorised 

despite its wide existence across the world, as Szifris (2018) states, in her proposal for a 

new framework for research in the sector. Recent research from the Swedish perspective 

by Ahl (2020), a Swedish practitioner has added to the field.   

The statutory basis for education in prison is defined by the Council of Europe 

(1990) which sees Mathematics education in prison as a basic life skill. In Ireland priority 

is given to those in prison with basic educational needs, including numeracy and literacy 

(Irish Prison Service 2019). Coates (2016) investigated UK prison education and 

advocates for the development of basic skills in Mathematics, as well as English, and 

Information and Communications Technology (ICT) in UK prisons. 

The group started when we sent an invitation to ALM members and subscribers, 

with an invitation to share. We used a Jamboard link before meetings and during meetings 

to gather the thoughts of participants. We had interest from practitioners, researchers, and 

academics, from many countries. 

The group started with introductory questions for members including our names, 

country, type of workplace (for example, juvenile hall, high security, low security) and 

our specific interests in Mathematics teaching. We shared our individual goals for the 

Maths in Prison (MiP) group, and the dilemmas and challenges we face in our teaching. 

Language is an issue as we find that the terms we use are different in our individual 

contexts so we decided to make a community glossary. We also hope to make a calendar 

to plan future developnemts.  
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Privacy is critical in the group and all discussions de-identify students. We can 

say that they are aged from from under 18 to 70 years old. We all teach people who are 

imprisoned in their country of birth and also those who were born outside the country 

they live in now. Nationalities of our students include British, Irish, South and Central 

American, Asian, Central European, Indigenous (Gypsy, Traveller, Roma). Students are 

serving short, medium and long terms. Members had experiences of teaching both men 

and womesn and were aware of different gang affiliations. Most students have no 

qualifications in Mathematics, but some do have certification. All levels and ability are in 

classes together. Teachers were aware that there were issues in students related to 

childhood trauma, mental health, addiction and learning needs, both diagnosed and 

undiagnosed. We agreed that the only factor that all our students have in common is that 

they have chosen to study Mathematics here in this prison classroom at this time. 

We find that students have many reasons for studying Mathematics, including 

progression, certification, to improve job prospects, to help desistance from crime, to help 

their children in release, to keep their brains acive, to fill specific gaps in their learning, 

such as fractions and division.  

Challenges of teaching Maths in this context included technical challenges with 

computers, low digital skills in students, and restrictions on materials and manipulatives. 

We acknowledge the benefits of a paper based sysytem for students and teachers. We are 

aware of the need to challenge and protect vulnerable students in their learning. We are 

aware of the ethical diemmas related to their previous learning and the need for sensitivity 

in conversations in class.  

The group set goals at the early meetings, which included investigating 

qualifications that are available in the sector in different countries. Another goal was to 

share lesson plans around specific learning objectives, and our presentation at ALM 28 

was a series of lessions on fractions and ratio. Another goal is to share experiences on 

teaching Mathematics in prison and how it differes from teaching in other contextcs. Our 

goal also is to suppoort practitioners and researchers to share future research in this field. 

We are making recommendations for the future which include gathering data on 

education for prisoners, Mathematics education in particular, we would like to invite more 

universities to work with these students and teachers and develop an iterative relationship 

where both sectors can learn from each other.  

We see Mathematics in prison as a gateway subject to progression and see 

continuing professional development for practitioners in the sectors as essential.  We 

recommend that links are developed to other groups with similar interests and we hope to 

develop a communication strategy. 
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Statistical analyses are tools – and very powerful ones at that. They shape 

individual, political, and economic decisions (Foucault, 2010), and assumptions based on 

statistics also have an influence on our view of the world, ourselves and our competencies 

(Shih et al., 1999).  

They are also tools whose use, many of us are told from an early age, is complex, 

difficult and demanding. While it is important to note that it is neither only nor all women 

who are disadvantaged when it comes to maths and statistics, overall gendered tendencies 

are visible: Women are consistently and across multiple countries shown to be less 

represented in STEM jobs; the average math exam performance of girls decreases after 

elementary school as well as their belief in their own skills (e. g. Bordalo et al., 2019; 

Ghasemi & Burley, 2019).  

These differences have multiple consequences: On an individual level, people are 

being restricted in their freedom to learn and to develop as a person solely on the basis of 

gender stereotypes and they might be hindered in live when they have not acquired 

important or helpful mathematical skills. On a societal level, this also leads to an 

underrepresentation of women in statistical research; and therefore an 

underrepresentation of women’s (and other marginalised group’s) perspectives in the 

research questions, the data sample, and the handling and interpretation of data (Else-

Quest & Hyde, 2016; Faber, 2008; Heilmann, 2021).  

When publicised statistics incorporate gender biases and at the same time inform 

and influence public decisions, the social impact and the underlying power relations 

become clear. Statistical information – while often being a helpful tool to understand the 

world and different contexts – can not be viewed as neutral or completely objective 

(Gelman & Hennig, 2017). 

For these reasons, I would argue that teaching statistical knowledge is at best 

benefitting the learning individual, but also has an underlying political and societal 

impact. Statistics education would benefit from a continuing reflection on (gender) biases 

and an emphasis on critical and feminist perspectives.  

In this research report, I’d like to share recent findings on how statistical studies 

and their interpretations reproduce gender biases and to discuss ways in which statistics 

education can and does counteract these impacts.  
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The development of a numerate society is an international and national priority in 

education. Research shows that adults with higher competency in literacy, numeracy and 

problem solving in today’s world tend to have better outcomes in attaining a job than their 

less-proficient peers (OECD, 2019). On the other hand, low numeracy levels amongst 

adults can contribute to intergenerational cycles of inequality and disadvantage in 

families (Carpentieri et al., 2013). However, despite such recognised importance, the 

most recent PIAAC study shows that, on average, across all 28 OECD counties surveyed, 

22.7% of adults are performing at or below Level 1 (OECD, 2016). In essence, these 

adults are not capable of going beyond one-step processes in the area of numeracy nor 

are they capable of dealing with problem scenarios where the numeracy component is not 

wholly explicit. While there are undoubtedly a multitude of reasons, many link such 

learner difficulties to negative classroom experiences from the past. Such experiences 

may include the use of traditional teaching methodologies, where mathematics involves 

the memorisation of formulas, and the following of rules and procedures (Prendergast et 

al., 2014).  

While there have been many changes to the teaching and learning of mainstream 

mathematics in recent years, Carpentieri et al. (2010) determine that in numeracy teaching 
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it is sometimes easier to quantify “bad practice” than to define “good practice”. According 

to Swain (2005), “bad” practice involves the teacher using a series of procedures, where 

the students learn by rote and without understanding. No connections are made to other 

areas of numeracy. With this in mind, and in line with the recommendations of Goos et 

al. (2021), there is much work to be done in relation to facilitating effective continuing 

professional development (CPD) for adult numeracy practitioners to help improve their 

practice. Effective and sustained provision is of huge importance, particularly for those 

practitioners who may be working in isolation in small centres and also those practitioners 

who may not have a background in the area. CPD is also essential for bringing about the 

pedagogical transformation and educational culture change which is required for the 

effective implementation of innovative approaches (Bray & Tangney, 2017).  

Thus, this study seeks to address Goos et al.’s (2021) recommendation and explore 

ways of supporting adult numeracy practitioners. The overall aim is to help practitioners 

around Ireland in developing their skills in the teaching of numeracy to adult learners and 

to support practitioners in fostering a positive and engaging environment for teaching 

numeracy. We have termed the proposed professional development and networking 

model as a series of Numeracy-Meets. These are based on the TeachMeet model which 

was developed in Scotland in 2006 and mainly involved primary and secondary school 

teachers focusing on teaching strategies and classroom practices. According to Amond et 

al. (2018) a TeachMeet is “an event held after-hours between teachers to share practice 

and ideas, making short presentations and hosting conversations in a convivial and playful 

atmosphere.” Bennett (2012) notes that TeachMeets usually last a couple of hours and are 

focused on teachers sharing ideas with one another based the things that they’ve used and 

found effective in their teaching. There are six planned Numeracy-Meets as part of this 

study. These ‘Meets’ will be an organised but informal community of practice for 

practitioners to share pedagogy, practical innovations, and personal insights into teaching 

adult numeracy. This experience report will focus on the evaluation of these six Meets 

which took place between February and May 2022.   

   

Key words: adult numeracy; practitioners; professional development; networking.  
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The impact of the pandemic on numeracy teaching and the use of the digital skills 
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Session Category: Experience report through a short presentation  

 

Brief Description 

As a result of the covid-19 lockdown, there has been a significant shift toward 

online learning; being the maths practitioner and the manager in the adult community 

learning, I would like to share my findings and experience in managing and implementing 

the strategy in making the transition to online learning. I would analyse both challenges 

and benefits of using digital skills in teaching, learning and assessment during the 

pandemic and its overall impact. 

I work in the ACL (Adult Community Learning) Sector in London and teach 

mathematics to adult learners at different levels, according to the National Qualification 

Framework of the UK: maths level 1 (equivalent to lower secondary school maths in most 

countries); maths level 2 / GCSE (General Certificate of Secondary Education). Most of 

our maths learners are from ESOL backgrounds, and some attend vocational and other 

courses. 

Before the pandemic, we were already using the google classroom for Functional 

Skills (F.S) maths level 1, F.S maths level 2, and GCSE maths higher courses; it was 

mainly used for classwork and homework. From March 2020 onward, we moved to 

deliver maths sessions remotely through Google meet. But, Entry level maths learners 

(lower level classes) were not using any VLEs, and the tutors developed the strategy to 

support them according to their needs— in remote learning.   

Most Entry (lower level) learners believe that traditional mathematics teaching 

using a whiteboard and worksheets is essential for learning. We have to move paperless 

lessons and use the interactive whiteboard online effectively. As Taylor, Diane (2009, 

P14) suggested, “the interactive whiteboard is one device that could integrate technology 

into the classroom a reality”, and we had to make it operational.  

Another challenging task was to teach lower-level maths learners with learning 

difficulties and disabilities. We could not teach them online, and learning packs were sent 

to their homes. The tutors made phone calls and sent emails to them to explain the maths 

activities and tasks.     

According to Taylor, Diane (2009, P11): “The use of multimedia can create a 

classroom without walls (Hall & Higgins,2005). Multimedia refers to the integration of 

multiple forms of media and technology. Schmid (2008) defined multimedia as “the use 

of computers to present text, graphics, video, animation, and sound in an integrated way” 

(p. 1553). Real-life examples and situations, available through the technology, can be 

utilised to enhance student learning.” However, we further increased the levels of remote 

learning during the lockdown period by investing in digital technology and infrastructure 

supporting online learning delivery. For example, we increased the capacity of RDT 

(Remote Desktop) access to staff and provided digital devices according to their needs.  
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On 23rd March 2020 (the start of lockdown in the UK), I set up daily Email 

feedback sessions for GCSE teaching staff and Functional Skills maths group separately, 

and weekly online keep-in-touch staff meetings through Google meet to provide updates 

and share good practices in online teaching and learning. The manager and staff 

understand that staff and students' continued participation and feedback are vital in 

maintaining a productive learning environment.  

The tutors recorded live teaching sessions for absent learners to watch in their own 

time impacted by Covid-19 and other health reasons to maintain an online learning 

environment. To reinforce learners keeping safe online, we developed protocols for 

safeguarding in live teaching sessions to help ensure online safety.  

During the Covid-19 lockdown, we set up google classrooms for all courses and 

other VLEs (Virtual Learning Environments) for TLA (Teaching Learning and 

Assessment) purposes. The maths sessions started with a “Meet & Greet” activity, and 

the aim was to encourage them to share what they have done at home and contextualise 

it with non-standard and functional maths. This activity proved very helpful for their 

mental health and well beings. We used the NHS (National Health Service) UK website 

to teach maths and gave them awareness about Covid-19 Symptoms, maintaining SD 

(Social Distance, Healthy Eating, Testing, awareness about Covid-19 vaccination. For 

example, learners extracted information about the proportion of local and national 

unvaccinated and hospitalised people. However, the maths learners who maintained a 

social distance were less affected than other learners, and the same is the case with 

vaccinated learners.  

As most of our maths learners have ESOL backgrounds, they felt proud sharing 

the geography of mathematics (used in their countries) in applying non-standard maths in 

everyday life in the UK. For example, using paces in measurement, pinch in cooking, etc. 

We used multi-dimensional teaching methods and e-resources to enhance learning: e.g. 

discussion to remove mathematical misconceptions, exploring maths with family 

members using kitchen, garden, rooms, walking in the park, maintaining social distance 

while shopping, etc. We set up tasks for our learners involving family members essential 

for conceptual understanding: M Swan 2009 (P36) “Collaborative group work is 

necessary when the purpose of the session is to develop conceptual understanding of 

strategies for solving more challenging problems”.  

Staff and learners can convert PDF documents into Word or Google Docs to 

enable the tutors to mark a learner’s work along with the developmental feedback. 

Learners continued to use the Mathswatch for homework, with additional independent 

learning and assessment features: watch the relevant videos, complete the interactive 

questions and track their progress independently. 

The tutors can access a learner’s progress on Mathswatch and provide intervention 

according to the learner’s needs. S Lawrence (2001) expressed the same views: “the 

growing digital tools which are upgraded and updated constantly such as apps and online 

subscription sites, which give immediate feedback and learning/improvement tools”. The 

e-assessment technique to check learners’ progress by creating a course-based folder on 

Google Docs—a centralised document collating information from learners' work 

throughout the year. 

Tutors effectively use online learning sessions to check on and develop learning. 

For example, apart from group discussion on Google meet, the tutors use the Google 

stream and chat function to replace traditional group discussions and remove 

mathematical misconceptions. 
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Overall, it was a good learning curve and paved the way for shifting class-based 

learning to remote learning in terms of blended and hybrid learning. Currently, we are 

delivering the different models of Numeracy teaching— classroom-based and online. 
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Financial Education has gained ground in discussions in various areas since the 

beginning of the 20th century, with the development of the Financial Education Project, 

by the OECD – Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD, 

2005). Based on the results of this project and its referrals, in 2010 the ENEF – National 

Strategy for Financial Education was established, whose objective, among others, was to 

develop and implement Financial Education programs for children, youth and adults 

throughout Brazil (Brazil, 2010). 

Trying to break with the market and neoliberal vision of Financial Education 

proposed by OECD and ENEF, mathematician educators have focused on the theme in 

order to expand the shallow understanding that Financial Education is linked only to 

personal organization and knowledge of financial investments, proposing a macro and 

interdisciplinary view that illuminates and problematizes, also, social, political, cultural 

and economic aspects that permeate the theme and that cross the lives of individuals 

without, many times, having control and awareness (Silva & Powell, 2013; Mazzi & 

Baroni, 2021) 

In view of these aspects, the study presented here reports the experiences and 

discussions that emerged from a workshop, whose focus was to discuss aspects of the 

credit card, a tool widely used in the Brazilian context. The main purpose was to discuss 

how interest is calculated in the event of irregular payment processes, such as the delay 

and installment of the invoice, aiming to present the rates that are embedded in financial 

transactions, which are not commonly known to Brazilian users (Serasa, 2021), seeking, 

from this, to make students aware of the use and care with the payment of the credit card. 

The workshop took place in a class of Adult Education (EA), in a public school in the 

city of Vitória da Conquista – Bahia, Brazil, with the participation of 33 students aged 20 
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to 60 years. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic and following the World Health 

Organization (WHO) guidelines on social isolation, the workshop was developed in 

remote format, through a two-hour synchronous meeting. To carry out the activities, the 

Google Meet platform was used, which allowed simultaneous interaction among the 

participants. 

The workshop was developed in two stages, starting with a theoretical discussion 

on the use of credit cards by Brazilians, based on data provided by SPC – Service of 

Protection a Credit (Serasa, 2021) and then discussing the irregular forms of payment and 

interest rates present in these movements. In the second moment, we sought to discuss 

the most viable form of payment, among those presented in class. Throughout the process, 

the participants were encouraged to speak and share situations with the class, against the 

background of creating a welcoming environment for them, where their experiences were 

part of the construction of knowledge (Freire, 2000). 

At the end of the workshop, a form produced by Google Form was made available 

to the participants, which made it possible to observe possible changes in the students' 

perceptions about the use of credit cards. Among the answers, the students reported on 

the conscientious use of the credit card, the importance of knowing its rates and the 

relationship between the bank and its customers. 

The workshop promoted, in addition to these discussions, reflections on other 

financial issues intrinsic to the debate on the use of credit cards present in the daily lives 

of EE students. The relationship with the bank and even the taxes that may appear in other 

transactions were presented in the discourses of these adult students, who are inserted in 

the world, in life, going to supermarkets, banks, among other tasks, interacting with 

diverse knowledge that goes beyond that produced in the school environment (Silva, 

2020). 

This report seeks to provide mathematical educators with an experience of taking 

Financial Education to the EE classroom through a situation of social practice, in this 

case, credit card use. It is believed that discussions about issues inherent to the student’s 

reality enable them to understand the ways of thinking and the forms of knowledge as 

historical, social and culturally situated phenomena (Lave, 2002). Thus, adult learners 

will be able to perceive how Mathematics is present in their social functions.   
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This paper aims to report the experience of the development of a sarau, which 

aimed to socialize the production of texts in cordel format in the mathematics class of an 

Adult Education class. The sarau is a moment of socialization of texts, music, and other 

cultural expressions that enables the popular manifestation on varied themes, the 

interaction among the participating subjects, and can also be considered a means of social 

dissemination. In cordel literature, the soirée enables a moment of socialization of texts 

of this popular literary genre that are displayed and recited in squares, streets, open fairs, 

markets, etc. in the format of pamphlets that have an informative nature. This literary 

genre, besides several other aspects such as culture and leisure, is a means of 

disseminating information and knowledge to minority social classes (Marques & Silva, 

2020). Also according to these authors, the cordel pamphlets, propose with a critical 

approach to present historical episodes, legends, facts of everyday life, religious themes, 

etc. the contents addressed in cordéis are common to the sarau, because this event enables 

dialogue and interaction among its participants who come together to read, sing and talk 

about global, local and even personal issues. At school, this textual genre presents itself 

as an invitation for students and educators to work with popular poetry, as it addresses 

several historical, political and social events, besides being narrated from the perspective 

of the subaltern and unschooling classes (Marques & Silva, 2020). According to the 

Brazilian education guidelines, the National Common Curricular Base (2018), the 

development of work with cordel literature and, consequently, with the sarau, makes it 

possible to form students capable of understanding that popular manifestations are 

important in the artistic-literary field. In Adult Education, the work with the sarau of 

cordel texts can contribute as a reading and literacy tool in Portuguese language classes 

(Santana, 2014). The present report aims to discuss the sarau of cordel texts with student 

productions as the socialization of a workshop in the context of adult mathematics classes 

as a resource to develop mathematical knowledge in different social contexts. Using a 

mathematical task (Gusmão & Front; 2020), a dialogical environment was created that 

allowed young and adult learners to debate about the mathematical knowledge that 

appeared in the verses of the cordel text entitled "O abc do pé da cerca" written by the 

first author of this report. The workshop was carried out in a math class with 11 students 

between 18 and 40 years old, in Adult Education in a public school, located in the city of 

Maetinga - Bahia - Brazil. Due to the pandemic context of covid-19, the workshop was 

carried out in the context of emergency remote learning, using the google meet platform 

and its development had a total workload of 4 hours, distributed in two synchronous 

moments of 2 hours each, on alternate days. The records for the development of this report 

were produced by means of field diary notes, as well as observations made during the 

workshop in synchronous meetings and recordings of these moments. The report 

presented how the sarau of cordel texts can build a new environment in the mathematics 

classroom and provide debates about the knowledge of this discipline in various social 

contexts. The results indicate that the work with cordel literature and the sarau is an option 
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for students to discuss formal and informal concepts in the context of magnitudes and 

measures, bringing to the classroom the social experience they have as individuals, which 

is an aspect advocated by Freire (2021), In addition, such proposal enables the educator 

to think or rethink about his practice, presenting a way to work mathematics with easily 

accessible material, which follows Trigueiro and Santos (2019), enabling contact with 

various regional expressions, as well as addressing reading and writing in mathematics 

classes. This work is intended to make contributions that will guide future concrete 

actions. In the context of education, according to Freire (2011), the announcement of 

practices may inspire other teachers to develop activities. In the context of adult 

education, this study allows reflections on the work in the teaching of mathematics, in 

addition to enabling dialogues about the pedagogical practices of educators who teach 

mathematics in this teaching modality. In this way, this report can contribute to the 

scientific area, allowing the emergence of studies on this theme, especially in the 

mathematics classroom, where the sarau is often not considered as a work possibility. 

 

15:30-16:30 Plenary 4 (Room: Sala de Graus) 
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Title: Uncertainty: from everyday life to the ALM classroom 
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Mathematical competences in adults, the Euro, PIAAC, Curricular materials, 
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Exploring online escape rooms aiming to enhance the financial literacy skills of 

young people in disadvantaged families. The learning so far. 
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Session Category: Workshop 

 

Developing escape rooms as a learning tool is one aspect of a project funded through 

Erasmus + called Money Matters. The aim of the project is to help disadvantaged families develop 

financial literacy skills and knowledge. The project seeks to use innovative ways of learning by 

developing age-appropriate comic books, online escape rooms and mobile apps, using an 

inclusive, intergenerational family learning pedagogic approach to support the learning.  This 
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paper and the conference workshop will focus on the escape rooms that aim to develop financial 

and numeracy skills, exploring the social, cognitive and teaching presence of learning online. 

 

Key words: financial literacy, family learning, digital learning contexts, escape rooms. 

 

There is much debate about what constitutes financial literacy skills and knowledge and 

the effectiveness of financial education (Entorf & Hou, 2018).  Kelly (2022) also debates the 

usefulness of financial education but argues if it is to be of any value it must be learner focused, 

responding to the needs of learners, especially if they are to support those seen as being 

disadvantaged or vulnerable, who struggle to ‘make ends meet’ often relying on loans to cover 

even day-to-day costs.  

The idea of escape rooms first emerged in online games. They usually involve scenarios 

where a person is locked or trapped in a space and the way to escape is to solve riddles and 

puzzles. More recently the escape room has been adapted in some educational contexts as a 

pedagogic tool. (Mathieson & Duca, 2021). Usually, they are experienced by students working in 

small teams in classrooms, however this project has tried to adapt the idea working with 13 to 18-

year-olds in a digital context. This adaption means there are limitations to certain aspects of the 

development of the escape rooms mainly linked to technological and resource restrictions. 

Nevertheless, this project has developed six escape rooms that aim to engage and develop the 

financial skills and knowledge of young people through various scenarios, including space travel, 

attending music concerts, and navigating money jungles. To promote a family learning approach 

the young people are encouraged to collaborate with peers or parents to discuss the financial 

concepts raised. 

A family learning pedagogy supports a learner centred approach but focuses on the whole 

family as a ‘fund of knowledge’ to be built upon (González, Andrade, Civil and Moll, 2001), 

encouraging collaborative learning by parents for and with their children. Family learning often 

uses social activities to support the cognitive development of children encouraging all adults 

involved to engage with learning, be they parents, grandparents, or any caregivers. Vygotsky 

defined all learning as ‘a product of communication, which always takes place in a historically, 

culturally and geographically specific location’ (Smolucha & Smolucha, 2021). This is 

particularly true of this family learning approach which encourages developing financial 

knowledge, skills and attitudes of young people and parents all within a digital context. 

There is limited research into online learning through escape rooms but more into the use 

and development of online learning contexts and communities. Garrison and Arbaugh (2007) 

have developed a community of inquiry framework which suggests analysing digital learning 

encounters though their social, cognitive and teaching presence. Further research indicates the 

social role that parents of younger children play is greater when supporting online cognitive 

development, acting as a mentor encouraging learning, while the tutors focus on teaching the 

subject content (Lyakhova, 2020; Kelly, Devlin, Giffin & Smith, 2021). This project aims to 
engage the teenagers cognitively through problem solving scenarios while teaching financial 

skills and knowledge, encouraging social collaboration with peers or family members. 

An early evaluation of the escape rooms has already been undertaken but only by a small 

group of adult learners and teachers prior to further workshops. The ALM workshop attendees 

will add to the evaluation process and data will be collected using google forms. Questions will 

try to assess knowledge retention about financial concepts, the teaching presence (or approach) 

will be assessed through questions on skills developed and possible collaborations. Cognitive 

engagement will be assessed through questions on scenarios, illustrations and level of 

engagement. 

The development of the Money Matters project escape rooms has been limited by many 

factors including technological restriction and time constraints built into the project. The testing 

of the escape rooms so far has been severely restricted due to COVID lockdowns. The need to 

keep the feedback survey concise has also limited the depth of responses. The whole approach 

needs to be further researched to assess the real value of escape rooms as a learning tool.  
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During the workshop practitioners will be given the opportunity to experience the six 

escape rooms developed and consider their effectiveness in terms of social, cognitive (especially 

numeracy and problem solving) and teaching presence. 

 

Creative Commons License  

 

The terms and conditions of use are related to the Open Journal System and to Creative Commons 

Attribution License (CCAL). 
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In mathematics education in general the focus is shifting slowly from an emphasis on 

mathematical procedures towards more attention to mathematical reasoning, 

mathematical problem solving, and making sense of quantitative situations. These new 

approaches are in several countries sometimes labelled as mathematical literacy or 
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quantitative reasoning to distinguish them from the mainstream school mathematics 

approaches in which procedural thinking are still dominant (ICMI, 2017). 

For mathematics education for adults this tendency towards a more functional approach 

is already going on for a longer time and in this field the most used label for this approach 

is numeracy, a composite of numerical literacy (OECD, 2021). It refers to a set of 

practical mathematical knowledge and skills. This label numeracy fits in a narrative of 

lifelong development in which literacy, numeracy, and digital skills (or digital 

competence, or digital literacy) are seen as cornerstones of the competences which adults 

need to participate fully in our society. Increasingly in policy documents for adult 

education, numeracy is mentioned as a crucial basic skill for adults to participate fully in 

our number-drenched, digitalised, technologized, and mathematised society (Díez-

Palomar & Hoogland, 2022).  

However, when looking more closely to such policies, for instance when they use more 

elaborated descriptions, examples or underlying frameworks on what these basic 

numeracy skills actually be,  we see a range  of different views ranging from outdated 

ideas on mere pen-and-paper drilling of calculations, to training in word problem solving, 

to over-optimistic ideas that you do not need numeracy skills anymore because calculators 

can do all the work for you and it is integrated in general problem solving of general 

critical thinking.  

Successive Erasmus+ projects “Common European Numeracy Framework (CENF)” and 

“Numeracy in Practice” gathered insights and empirical data on which competences 

adults actually need when facing contemporary numeracy situations (Hoogland e.a., 

2019; Hoogland & Díez-Palomar, 2022). The results make clear that an approach that 

completely isolates the mathematical knowledge and skills from the real world leads for 

many learners to feelings of alienation and math anxiety and creates almost 

insurmountable transfer problems to using a mathematical perspective to address the 

problems an individual encounters. On the other hand, an approach of leaving it all to 

calculators is not fruitful either. This means that all higher order mathematical skills, such 

as mathematising, mathematical problem solving, critical evaluating numeracy situations, 

are ignored and never come to fruition. 

The framework CENF, which is still under construction, emphasizes that the quality of 

numerate behaviour of individuals is affected by an amalgam of aspects, including basic 

mathematical knowledge and skills, higher order skills, and dispositions, and must always 

be seen in context (see Figure 1).  

 

 

Figure 1. What matters to improve numerate behaviour 
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The higher order skills that are referred to in CENF are: managing situations, analysing 

situations, processing information, reasoning, mathematising, problem solving, and 

critical thinking. These higher-order skills are also addressed of course in more generic 

literature on for instance 21st century skills or the fourth industrial revolution (Voogt & 

Pareja-Roblin, 2022; Schwab, 2016) . In the framework they refer to the higher-order 

skills that are closely related to a mathematical perspective on the situations or problems 

at hand (Hoogland e.a., 2021). 

In the workshop at ALM29 we will focus on higher order skills. In our opinion, since they 

are skills, they can be taught, exercised, used, and brought to a higher level, like any other 

skill. We noticed there is still a serious lack of specific training opportunities in higher 

order skills as performed in numerical contexts.  

In the workshop we will present some low-threshold examples that we believe could fill 

this gap. Participants are invited to design with us and add their ideas to a convenient pool 

of ready-to-use practice opportunities focused on higher order skills in numerical 

contexts. Our long-term goal is to provide an abundance of low-threshold teaching and 

learning materials with ample opportunities to engage in mathematical higher order skills 

and make these widely available, as an alternative for the myriad of training opportunities 

for lower-order procedural skills, such as calculations. These calculations can be left to 

calculators, spreadsheets, apps or search engines like Google.  

   

Key words: numeracy, framework, basic skills, higher order skills, CENF 
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16:30-18:00 Workshops 1 (Room 2303) 

 

Funds of Knowledge in Carceral Mathematics Learning. 

Tatiana Harrison 

th07600@gmail.com 

Session Category: Workshop 

 

In this workshop, Dr. Tatiana Harrison will share her recent research as a jumping 

off point to explore connecting math found in family and community contexts to the 

formal math of the secondary carceral classroom context. Carceral classrooms are those 

in secure settings (jails, prisons, etc.) such as Dr. Harrison’s classroom in a California 

juvenile hall where adolescent students must pass secondary mathematics assessments to 

obtain their high school diploma. 

She first will describe her practitioner inquiry exploring the perceptions and 

applications of students’ funds of knowledge by carceral mathematics educators in a 

California alternative education program. Funds of knowledge (Llopart & Esteban-

Guitart, 2018; González et al., 2005; Moll et al., 1992), the theoretical framework of this 

research, is an approach with 30 years of scholarship. Originally conceived to incorporate 

students’ home learning into classroom learning, expansion has identified many elements 

of children’s complexly situated lived experiences, or lifeworlds (Zipin, 2009). 

Additionally, scholars such as Civil (2002, 2016) have explored the specific application 

for mathematics learning. 

However, carceral classrooms have not benefited from the application of this 

approach. In fact, the literature shows a complete lack of professional development or 

research aimed at improving mathematics learning in these unique secondary settings 

(Maccini et al., 2006). This practitioner inquiry (Cochran-Smith & Donnell, 2006) opened 

the door to FoK applications for carceral practitioners, bringing together nine colleagues, 

including Dr. Harrison, fellow teachers, and other staff, into a Community of Practice 

(Wenger, 1998) that met over the course of an academic semester. Data collection was 

done through transcriptions of meetings and three interviews with each participant.  

The three research questions were: (a) How do carceral mathematics educators perceive 

learners’ funds of knowledge and their relevance to math instruction? (b)What range of 

pedagogical principles and practices, including the attention to language in the classroom, 

do carceral mathematics educators report using to tap into learners’ funds of knowledge? 

and (c) How do carceral mathematics educators’ views and expectations of the 

incorporation of learners’ funds of knowledge reflect their teaching background and 

contexts?  

https://doi.org/10.1080/00220272.2012.668938
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This study of educator perspectives and practices revealed how carceral 

mathematics educators think about the choices they make to include or not include the 

funds of knowledge approach in mathematics learning. The first finding was that the force 

constraining much of the teacher decision making is credit-awarding materials and 

mechanisms. As the funds of knowledge (FoK) approach had not been involved in the 

making of these materials, any FoK work was not prioritized and therefore, uncommon. 

The second finding was that participants acknowledged and responded to 

language as a tool both for asserting identity and learning mathematics. This theme 

enriched the perspective of all themes by revealing language and identity dimensions of 

the topics like the unknowability of their students’ funds. The third finding was that 

educators perceived both emotional and legal-institutional risk in public sharing of some 

of the students’ funds of knowledge. This risk was considered so high that teachers acted 

to cut off the flow of all lifeworlds sharing just in case specific lifeworlds and funds might 

come up.  

Implications include a substantial need to engage in Youth Participatory Action 

Research (YPAR; Ozer et al., 2010,), and other action research to strengthen supports for 

this approach in carceral classrooms. In this way, carceral students, who are often far 

behind in their studies, can enhance their learning with an engaging approach that 

scaffolds school learning off students’ out-of-school education. Specifically, Dr. 

Harrison’s research recommends that YPAR projects formed to bring in carceral students’ 

funds of knowledge include an element that analyzes the assessment and credit-awarding 

material of the classrooms. 

Once the research has been shared, the workshop will embark on a mini version 

of this recommended action research. The objective will be to link sources of student 

mathematics learning outside the classroom to learning objectives in a specific 

assessment. We will break into groups to brainstorm ways to transform an algebra test 

referenced in the research that addresses number property learning objectives such as 

commutative and identity properties. Among the questions the groups will discuss are 

inquiries into students’ lived experience with mathematics as well as how learning about 

number properties should happen. A sample of the questions are: 

What do our students know a lot about? What activities take up big parts of their 

day?  

What does a mathematics lens, when applied to these activities and interests, 

reveal? 

What are the essential mathematics tools, terms, and ideas focused on in these 

questions and what are the most appropriate learning goals in this area?  

The workshop will conclude with reflecting on the collection and use of students’ 

outside funds of knowledge in the classroom. Participants will be part of an action that 

directly benefits Dr. Harrison’s students, as she will take back the feedback and 

suggestions and incorporate them into an educator Community of Practice (CoP) in her 

next academic year. This CoP will roll out new learning activities based on our workshop. 

Participants will have the opportunity to be contacted in the future for updates about the 

ways that the workshop influenced materials as well students’ feedback on the materials. 
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18:00-19:00 AGM (Sala de Graus) 

 

WEDNESDAY  

 

9:30-10:30 Round Table (Sala de Graus) 

 

11:00-12:30 Workshops 2 (Room 2301) 

 

Adult Numeracy – what assessment can tell us about paradigm change 

David Kaye 

david.m.kaye@btopenworld.com 

Session Category: Workshop 

 

At CERME 12 (February 2022) I introduced an argument for adult numeracy as a distinct 

research field within mathematics education research inspired by the iconic work of 

Thomas Kuhn on paradigm change within scientific revolutions, first published in the 

1960s. 

In Kuhn’s later work, two new concepts are further developed: lexical structure and 

incommensurability.  

People who share a core, like those who share a lexical structure, can 

understand each other, communicate about their differences, and so on. If on 

the other hand, core or lexical structures differ, then what appears to be 

disagreement about fact (which kind does a particular term belong to?) proves 

to be incomprehension (the two are using the same name for different kinds). 

The would-be communicants have encountered incommensurability, and 
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communication breaks down in an especially frustrating way. . . What the 

participants in communication fail to share is not so much belief as a common 

culture. (Kuhn 2000 p 239-240) 

It is useful to note that the origin of the term ‘incommensurability’, used metaphorically 

by Kuhn, has its origins in ancient Greek mathematics. 

Remember briefly where the term ‘incommensurability’ came from. The 

hypotenuse of an isosceles right triangle is incommensurable with its side, or 

the circumference of a circle is with its radius in the sense that there is no unit 

of length contained without residue an integral number of times in each 

member of the pair. There is no common measure. . . .  

Applied to the conceptual vocabulary deployed in and around a scientific 

theory, the term ‘incommensurability’ functions metaphorically. The phrase 

‘no common measure’ becomes ‘no common language’. (Kuhn 2000 pp35-

36) 

This philosophical approach gives us a vocabulary to explore and explain the gulf that 

has opened up between adult numeracy education researchers and practitioners and others 

in mathematics education research.  

In this workshop I want to explain and explore what these philosophical terms mean using 

assessment as a practical example, because there has been considerable concern about the 

nature of assessment in and for adult numeracy. 

Ginsburg, Manly, and Schmitt in 2006 pointed out the difficulties with ‘real’ situations 

in the classroom 

There is yet another distinction between “real” and “realistic” when 

contrasting any school experience with adults’ actual mathematical practices. 

Researchers who conduct ethnographic studies of adults managing real 

mathematical demands in the workplace or marketplace point to how little 

out-of-school math resembles school math. (Ginsberg et al. 2006 p 17) 

More recently Jablonka (2015) reaches a disappointing conclusion in considering the 

inappropriateness of contextualized assessments. 

The blurring of the hierarchy between practical and theoretical activities, as 

promised by the slogan ‘numeracy or mathematical literacy for all’ turns out 

to be a chimera; the distinction lurks in the assessments, hidden behind a 

common label of numeracy or mathematical literacy. The analysis suggests 

that there is a need to disrupt an overhasty reliance on an apparent agreement 

on the meaning of numeracy or mathematical literacy as a slogan by which 

promoters of N/ML would be able to recognise each other. (p 607) 

In my own practice as an adult numeracy teacher I was aware of these issues with 

assessment and in order to address some of the problems I developed with my colleagues 

(including Dr Beth Kelly, currently Chair of ALM) an alternative approach to initial 

assessment. The approach can be summarised in the slogan “assessment should be noisy 

and public, not silent and private”. 

In this workshop participants will engage with an assessment tool that comprises ten 

tactile activities, as they were designed to be used in a classroom. It is intended that 

through these activities we will consider together the meaning and significance of lexical 

structure and incommensurability with regard to researching adult numeracy teaching and 

learning. We will also be drawing necessarily on our shared experience of ‘traditional’ 

mathematical assessments. 
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11:00-12:30 Workshops 2 (Room 2302) 

 

Parents as Adult Learners and Partners in Education 

Kathy, Safford,1 John, Keogh2. 

 ramusltd@aol.com, john.j.keogh@tudublin.ie 

St. Peter's University1, Technological University Dublin2 

Session Category: Workshop 

 

The topic for this workshop developed from the concerns of the presenters as 

mathematics educators and parents/grandparents arising from discussions with parents of 

school-age children. In both countries, Ireland and USA, we witnessed a similar 

phenomenon: parents expressed frustration about their inability to help their children with 

mathematics when the homework they were seeing seemed substantially different from 

the mathematics that they remembered learning in primary school. The reforms espoused 

by government and professional groups are misunderstood and often confuse and alienate 

parents who could be allies in the effort to provide a quality mathematics education for 

their children.  

The central research question we address is: How can we help parents, who are 

adult learners, reconcile their view of mathematics, often procedural, with the 

mathematics education that their children are experiencing? 

While under-researched, the scope of the question is broad. Our project 

investigates three aspects of the central question: 

1) What are the socio-cultural issues that encourage or impede parents who might 

benefit from pursuing programs intended to enrich their mathematical knowledge? 

2) What interventions have been undertaken previously that address this issue? 

3) How has the landscape of the two previous questions changed as a result of the 

global, ad hoc educational experiment rendered by the coronavirus pandemic? 

This research is descriptive in nature. The presentation and resulting paper will 

consist of three parts. 

In the first part, John Keogh will highlight the diversity of the contexts in which 

the child learner is situated and surrounded by a range of influences that are cultural, 

familial, societal, generational, formal, informal, non-formal and political. Interventions 

that do not take account of the variety of needs, resources and capacity to engage, tend to 

undermine the potential beneficial impact for which they are designed. A key affective 

factor is the care-giver’s self-perception as a mathematics capable person and the extent 

to which this can exert a positive influence on the child learner of mathematics. By 

participating in a survey, an individual can be helped to recognize the breadth and depth 
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of their use of mathematics in their daily lives. Consequently, people for whom 

mathematics seemed to be out of reach could overcome their own reticence around 

learning mathematics, become more aware of their own capabilities regarding 

mathematics-learning, and be more able to imbue a positive perspective of mathematics 

in the people for whom they care. 

In the second part, Kathy Safford will summarize findings from interventional 

studies reported in doctoral dissertations and peer-reviewed journal articles that address 

the role of parents as partners in mathematics education. The third portion of the session 

will address the question, “What now?”, and invite the workshop attendees to postulate 

the fusion of earlier project outputs with the technologies currently available. Since the 

research publication pipeline lags behind lags the immediate experience, much of what 

will be said is hypothetical but, we hope, thought-provoking. 

While the concept of the research crosses socio-economic classes, the 

improvement of mathematics education may be most critical for families in vulnerable 

settings –economically, geographically, or ethnically. The conference theme of Social 

Impact opens the door to considering ways to invite parents who may feel uncomfortable 

or unwelcome in school settings to assist, and perhaps learn with, their children as they 

progress through primary school. 

 

11:00-12:30 Workshops 2 (Room 2303) 

 

MMACA Didactic Suitcases 

Guido Angelo Ramellini 

guido.ramellini@mmaca.cat 

Museu de Matemàtiques de Catalunya 

Session Category: Workshop 

 

The project stems from a request that was addressed to us by the Imaginary 

Association, of Berlin, which collaborated with AIMS (African Institute for Mathematical 

Sciences) in The Next Einstein project. We therefore presented, at the congress that 

Imaginary organized in July 2016, the first prototypes of hand-on activities, with design 

and format compatible with reduced costs for their production and / or transport. 

In fact, we selected among our proposals that form permanent (Cornellà) and 

itinerant exhibitions, the materials that can generate emotion, reflection and discussion 

even in a reduced format (DINA4 and DINA3) and could be easily reproduced, if desired, 

to be used in a classroom or a maths laboratory. 

On the other hand, the ""philosophy"" of the proposal does not change, that is to 

support the learning of mathematics by acting with the criteria of non-formal education, 

through a pop-up exhibition where the activities were accompanied, but not guided by an 

educator. It is a sort of free workshop, which allows the student to choose what they want 

to do and how much time to devote to it. 

According to the request, these were activities addressed to secondary school users 

and they were well received in Berlin Conference. In the following months we improved 

the design, the text of the instructions and concluded the choice of exhibits, which were 

now about fifty, divided into two suitcases for didactic areas: calculation and statistics; 

geometry and strategy games. We accompanied the material with a Didactic Guide, where 
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the aims and methods of use of the exhibition were specified, but also how to complete 

the offer with classroom activities, with the same or other and more generic material. 

We also tested many of the materials in the context of the fairs we participate in 

locally (Science Festival, PiDay, Martin Gardner's Day ...) and internationally (Genoa 

Science Festival, Ireland Math Week ...) and therefore with different publics: adults and 

families. Suitcases were introduced to meetings with CRPs (Resource Centers for the 

Professorship) and the Education Department required the production of about fifty 

suitcases, in reduced format, to be distributed in the primary and secondary schools 

participating in the STEMCat program for the promotion of scientific subjects.. 

A few months after the opening of the permanent exhibition for primary schools, 

the teachers asked us to have similar material in the schools. 

We then prepared over 40 modules with activities intended for pupils aged 6 to 

11, following the same criteria: 

- set up a pop-up exhibition; 

- ease and cost-effectiveness of production and transport; 

- reproducibility with limited means.  

We are now finishing to elaborate, within the European project SMEM 

(Significant Mathematics for Early Mathematicians), a Didactic Suitcase for 

kindergartens. 

 

The Workshop 

 

The format and the reduced cost of the Educational Suitcases make us think that 

they could represent a model for the ""gamifies mobile exhibition"" which envisages the 

Numeric [All] project, aimed at an audience of illiterate adults. In this sense, the research 

we are conducting goes, but we will have not be completed this material by the month of 

July. 

We will therefore present to the Congress some materials of the already existing 

Didactic Suitcases chosen among the ones we consider that could inspire the production 

of the material for adults. 

We will take advantage of a highly competent audience to ask for an opinion on 

the possibility of such materials to be adapted to this new target, obviously changing 

context (proximity to everyday experiences and problems) and design 

 

12:30-13:30 Parallel sessions 5 (Room 2301) 

 

Working with short stories in mathematics classes in adult education 

Jonson Ney Dias da Silva1, Nadia Alves Brito1,  Jérfesson Santos Moreira1 

jonson.dias@uesb.edu.br, nadiabritomp2017@gmail.com, jerfsomreira@gmail.com 

Universidade Estadual Sudoeste da Bahia – Brasil1 

Session category: Research report 

 

This report discusses a study on short stories in Mathematics classes in Adult 

Education. The texts in Mathematics classes enable interdisciplinarity, in this same 

direction, Fonseca and Cardoso (2005), discuss that the reading practices allow the 
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connection between the content being worked with others that are already known, but it 

is also necessary to identify other subjects to understand the text. In this perspective, it 

will be possible through texts such as short stories, journalistic texts, chronicles, among 

others, to discuss concepts present in situations of social practices. Such a proposal makes 

it possible to create learning environments conducive to the development of tasks that 

stimulate reading and writing of the world, as well as environments that favor the scenario 

of investigation (SKOVSMOSE, 2000) for the production of knowledge. In this work, it 

is evidenced the use of the short story textual genre, which is characterized by presenting 

a short narrative, in which there is the presence of few characters, in which it presents a 

story with a beginning, middle and end. For this, a dialogical environment was created 

that allowed the young and adult students to discuss the mathematical content present in 

the short story created by the students themselves and entitled O telhado da casa de farinha 

de Seu Antônio. In this way, in the development of a workshop, the learning of 

mathematics with different social contexts was analyzed within Adult Education (AE), 

composed of 30 students, aged 22 to 40, from a public school, located in the city of 

Oliveira dos Brejinhos - Bahia - Brazil. Due to the covid-19 pandemic, the workshop was 

developed in the context of emergency remote learning, using the Google Meet Platform. 

For this, the workshop had 2 hours of total workload, both synchronous, in by means of 

a mathematical task (GUSMÃO, FONT, 2020), with the goal of making relationships of 

everyday life exploring the rigidity of triangles. Moreover, according to Martins, Maia et 

al (2002), working with mathematical tasks that involve texts, provided the learners with 

the development of critical thinking, the appreciation of mathematics present in everyday 

life, an improvement in the power of communication, the development of mathematical 

concepts and an understanding of the importance of solving problems in a lived context. 

In this perspective, Freire (2021) questions about establishing an intimacy between social 

experience and the fundamental contents for students. Thus, following the author's 

thought, the task had the proposal of reading the short story created by the authors of this 

work and, from the interpretation of it, generate discussions about the importance of 

triangles in roof structures. The results suggest that the work with the short story textual 

genre, with the presence of themes that involve everyday situations, made it possible to 

stimulate the learner to think right, to be curious, to research, to criticize what they read 

and become a critical subject (FREIRE, 2013). In addition, working with the text allowed 

the learners to discuss formal and informal concepts in the scope of the rigidity of 

triangles found in the structure of roofs. Another relevant aspect concerns the teacher 

rethinking his professional practice, since it is developed, in moments when the teacher 

interacts with the student with the intention of developing learning and promoting 

knowledge (PONTE, 2000). 
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Blind Choice: The impact of numeracy on college students’ eating habits 

Maryam Kiani 

mxk57@psu.edu 

Pennsylvania State University  

Session category: Research report 

 

Due to poor numeracy skills and poor nutrition label comprehension, many 

college students are making poorer food choices, which in turn results in less healthy 

students. Many students have a hard time comprehending nutrition labels because they 

are often confusing to look at with the untrained eyes. In many cases, a student’s difficulty 

in identifying food labels also lies in their proficiency in numeracy skills. Many labels 

contain percentages and values that a person with a low level of numeracy would not be 

able to understand. Obstacles such as this prevent some students from making better 

dietary decisions.   

Numeracy can also be applied in the context of nutrition labels of foods. As 

described in the article, “Label reading, numeracy and food & nutrition involvement,” 

issues with numeracy played a factor in the comprehension of nutrition labels in a group 

of people. A study was conducted on 131  participants online. The study used various 

surveys and scales to assess general numeracy and its correlation with nutrition labels. In 

another study about the comprehension of nutrition labels, poor label comprehension was 

highly correlated with low-level literacy and numeracy skills. Even those with higher 

literacy were shown to have difficulties interpreting labels. 

This research  attempts to answer the following question: “What is the impact of 

numeracy and presentation format on the cognitive mechanisms underlying food choice 

decisions among college students?” 

The purpose of our research is stated simply as a way to inform college students of the 

behaviors that compel them to make a certain choice when deciding on eating habits. 

Students are swayed by many factors, and when making decisions as easy as choosing 

what they want to eat, they don’t even notice the underlying mechanics companies use to 

sway their decision, for the better or the worse. 

 

12:30-13:30 Parallel sessions 5 (Room 2302) 

 

Education in prisons as a form of punishment under the Foucauldian view  

Mateus Coqueiro Teixeira  

mateus.coqueiro@gmail.com 

Universidade Estadual do Sudoeste da Bahia 

Session category: Research report 

 

Prison education is not defined as a modality in the Law of Directives and Bases 

of National Education (LDB) of 1996. However, in its text, this document defines that 

prison education needs to be articulated with EJA with the aim of to resocialize 

individuals in the labor market, and should be an instrument of reparation that provides 

opportunities for changes that must be ensured by public policies. (Brasil, 1996) 

In this sense, we can speak of an education that frees in the conception of Paulo 

Freire (1987) when he has an opportunity for a quality education that makes it difficult to 

mailto:mxk57@psu.edu
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enter the country's recidivism statistics. In this case, we are not limiting ourselves to 

educating only for the prisoner to re-socialize, but so that he can read and write the world 

critically, as Gutstein (2009) suggests. 

According to Graciano and Schilling (2008), education in prison systems needs to 

be questioned when it is established as a disciplinary regulatory instrument. For them, 

inmates are limited to a welfare education and, for the most part, recreational. The 

education that could serve to empower these individuals begins to provoke a social 

submission in the face of the narratives that they need to adjust to resocialize themselves 

around the world. 

Therefore, we can see the precariousness of education in the prison system or even 

the lack of it as a new form of punishment. The lack of access to quality education that 

leads the individual to obtain knowledge and, as a consequence, makes him insubordinate 

from the prison system can be considered one of the punishments of the current prison 

system. Could it be that the lack of a discussion like this in the initial training would not 

be corroborating the feeding of this cruel type of punishment? 

Based on Foucault (1997), the answer to this question coincides with the historical 

moment of the attribution of punishment, which was previously a sovereign's right of 

revenge, to society's right to defense: it becomes a power of the entire population over 

each of the prisoners. And so, deprivation of liberty begins to be seen as an insufficient 

punishment in the face of the ideal of just punishment culturally adopted by society. 

Therefore, the creation of research scenarios in the academy that promote 

discussions on the subject is revealed as an instrument that aims to alleviate the 

punishment that the government and most of society in their speeches consider fair when 

it does not offer or do not support quality educational assistance. For Skovsmose (2019), 

the creation of these scenarios in learning environments is a fine line between social 

submission and empowerment. 
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Session category: Experience report 

 

The study of Mathematics requires, in a systematic and significant mode, the use 

of proper symbols and their relationships, constructed in a logical and standardized way. 

Thus, not only students must understand the language of Mathematics, but also the 

teachers who teach it. In this sense, we seek with this paper to present a study developed 

with a specific group of Brazilian pedagogues about the symbolic building in the teaching 

of Mathematics. In order to build an understanding of the ways in which teachers 

construct, interpret and teach mathematical symbols, we propose a continuing education 

course in which one of the constituent activities was the study of mathematical symbology 

and its building. This course was held remotely during the first semester of 2021 and had 

the participation of 131 Brazilian pedagogues. Therefore, the methodological 

development of the present study is understood as sources of information: the activities 

sent by the virtual learning environment of the course, the recording of the synchronous 

class performed, and the researcher's notes. Furthermore, for data collection and analysis, 

a sample of 25% of the participating teachers was used, in a total of 33 teachers, who are 

characterized as research subjects. For the transformation of information into analysis 

data and in order to corroborate the proposed objective, we used the discursive analysis 

(DA) in the French perspective, which allowed us to reconstruct the teacher's thinking 

through the enunciated discourse. Thus, the analysis procedure followed the steps: (1) 

exploratory and floating reading for the selection of discursive surfaces, (2) formulation 

of heuristic questions for the selection of discursive marks, (3) identification of discursive 

slides for interpretation and analysis itself. From the discursive analysis carried out, it 

was possible for us to determine the ideological formations and, consequently, the reasons 

and the understanding of what we were looking for in the analyzed discourses. As result, 

we obtained that: (i) the analyzed teachers did not understand the difference between 

symbol, meaning, and signifier, mainly in the mathematical construction, (ii) the studied 

teachers had difficulties in building a mathematical thought through the use of symbols, 

(iii) the didactic proposals for teaching mathematical content presented by the teachers 

showed that the mathematics taught followed only a set of operational procedures and not 

the symbolic construction and meaning of the mathematical objects involved. In this 

sense, the present work contributed to understanding the way in which the group of 

Brazilian teachers used the use of mathematical symbology in their teaching, in addition 

to enabling us to propose a model of continuing education aimed at the construction of 

mathematical language. 

 

Drawing on the Dialogic Mathematics Gatherings to overcome the difficulties in 

rational number understanding  

Javier Díez-Palomar 

jdiezpalomar@ub.edu  

University of Barcelona, Spain 

Session category: Research report 

 

Understanding fraction magnitudes is important for achievement and in daily life. 

According to previous research, one of the most difficult mathematical objects in 

everyday life is the correct use of fractions. In the OECD countries, 23,5% of adults score 

at proficiency level 1 and below in numeracy (NiP, 2022). Fractions are one of the key 

components of the “content” dimension, as defined in the project CENF (Common 
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European Numeracy Framework). FitzSimons, Thomson and Sidney (2020) show that 

contextual factors, individual differences in terms of understanding, and knowledge about 

equivalent fractions have a significant impact on their reasoning about fractions as holistic 

magnitudes through strategy choices. Research suggests that errors that can be made in 

understanding the rational numbers are due to the natural number bias (Van Hoof et al., 

2020). 

This paper discusses the application of a research-validated successful educational 

action (SEA) (Flecha, 2014) to create dialogic learning spaces in an adult school. This 

SEA are the Dialogic Mathematics Gatherings (Díez-Palomar, 2020). People who 

participate in this space use egalitarian dialogue to argue how they understand the concept 

of a fraction. In DMGs, people select a math book. They agree on how many pages to 

read and read them at home during the week. Then they get together to share what they 

have read.  

The aim of this paper is to discuss how adults participating in the DMG use 

egalitarian dialogue to share their understanding regarding fractions, identify their errors 

and solve them. Our research questions are: (1) Is the egalitarian dialogue used in the 

DMGs a successful strategy to improve participants’ understanding about fractions? (2) 

Are the adults participating in the DMGs aware of the positive impact of egalitarian 

dialogue in their own understanding about fractions? 

In order to answer these research questions, we have collected data from a DMG 

in an adult school. For one year and a half, all sessions have been audio recorded. A 

qualitative methodology has been used, including the audio recording of the sessions and 

semi-structured interviews to the participants. The data has been transcribed and analyzed 

using analysis codes based on instruments developed by previous research in the field of 

educational research in the field of mathematics learning.  

The results show that the need to justify the claims about texts related to fractions 

makes adults realize their mistakes, and jointly look for ways to solve them and thus 

overcome the difficulties they have when interpreting and using fractions.  
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Social Program 
 

 

MONDAY JULY 11TH 2022 

 

GUIDED TOURS 

 

 

TOUR 1. The labyrinth of Horta: a garden-museum 

 

 

 

Horta Labyrinth Park is a garden-museum in the Horta-Guinardó District. It has several 

areas, including an ancient palace with neo-Arab and neo-Gothic elements, terraces, 

stairs, various sculptures, different gardens, the labyrinth and numerous water facilities. 

All this on a limited surface that makes it ideal for taking students on a mathematical 

hunt. 

Shapes, calculations of measures of length, surface and volume, graphs of the labyrinth, 

symmetries and other regularities are some of the mathematical topics found in this 

context. In addition, flora and fauna (especially birds) and history make it suitable for 

proposals for interdisciplinary work. 

 

Carme Burgués Flamarich cburgues@ub.edu  

Roser Codina Pascual rosercodina@ub.edu     

Faculty of Education , UB 
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TOUR 2. Newton to Tibidabo 

 

 

 

One of the funniest places to feel Newton's laws on your own is an amusement park. And 

of all of them, what better than our beloved TIBIDABO park! 

The toy crashes of the CrashCars, the extreme accelerations of the roller coaster, or the 

momentary weightlessness of the Pirate ship, produce emotions that we can explain with 

the classic mechanics. And not only that, we can even measure them! 

On this walk you will enjoy the acceleration produced by some of the most emblematic 

attractions of TIBIDABO and, if you dare, you will even be able to measure them with 

our mobile phone. 

 

Requirements for doing the activity 

Download the arduino science journal app : 

https://www.arduino.cc/education/science-journal 

It is essential to carry a mobile phone case that can be hung. 

For example, of this type: link   or those of the Decathlon. 

Luis Carlos Pardo luis.carlos.pardo@upc.edu     

EEBE , Polytechnic University of Catalonia 
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TOUR 3. The Cerdà plan and mathematical photography 

 

 

 

We present an interdisciplinary activity on the Cerdà plan for Barcelona (1st year of 

ESO). An explanation of the urban growth of the city of Barcelona since the middle of 

the 19th century is given along the route. The main theme of the activity is the 

mathematical study of this historical fact: analysis of demographic evolution, calculation 

of growth areas of the city with the help of plans and description of flat geometric 

figures. At the same time, links are established with other disciplines (arts, social 

sciences, technology and the Catalan language). In addition, there are activities based on 

mathematical photography that relate the visit to other concepts in the mathematics 

curriculum of higher courses (classical geometry, linear reasons and surface reasons). 

The itinerary aims to provide tools and strategies for teachers to define learning activities 

through mathematical photography. And submit them to the mathematical photography 

competition https://fotografiamatematica.cat/ 
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TOUR 4. A walk through the Eixample 

 

 

 

 

Why is the Eixample a grid of quadrilaterals and octagons? 

What are the mathematical motivations for the dimensions of house blocks and streets? 

Can we change the shape of the tiles on Passeig de Gràcia? 

Can we build rosettes with ruler and compass? 

What role does symmetry and geometric shapes play in the aesthetic pleasure of 

architecture? 

We will try to answer these questions by walking along Carrer Còrsega from Roger de 

Llúria to Enric Granados, observing the interiors of the blocks of houses, the structure 

of the corners, the decorative elements of the facades of the modernist houses and the 

pavements of the sidewalks. 

 

A dossier with materials will be provided.  

Teresa Ticó Angerri, teresatico@gmail.com  

Teacher of mathematics 
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Information of interest  
 

If you have any problem, please, email to: alm29conference@gmail.com  

 

Emergency phone in Spain (police, etc.): 112 

 

Taxi services: 34 932 933 111 or 34 933 033 033 

 

Barcelona Convention Bureau: https://www.barcelonaconventionbureau.com/en/  

 

Wi-fi Access:  

User: bkjiyq.tmp 

Password: jhut48 
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